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Oil Storage Tanks In
Lebanon Are Blown Up
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — refinery had been wired but
Two huge oil tanks were blown army demolition teams were
up and set ablaze at a U.S.- able to disarm the other 16
owned refinery early today, charges.
The refinery is owned by Moand a Maoist Lebanese group
claimed responsibility and bil Oil and Caltex, and the two
tanks blown up belonged to the
vowed to keep up the attacks.
Officials said the two tanks Mediterranean Refinery Co.
were not full when the fire and to Trans-Aabian Pipeline-it
said
broke out and contained a total Tapline. Tapline
of 30,000 barrels. Their capacity temporarily had halted pumping and loading operations.
was 100,000 barrels each.
The, Lebanese government
An uncoolu-mod report by
said 18 of the 28 tanks at the Palestinians said one Lebanese
policeman was found dead at
the scene, 24 miles south of
Beirut, and four men were
found handcuffed.
The attackers, the Lebanese
Revolutionary Guard, pledged
to strike at "all imperialist and
Glenn C Wooden, Murray, was commissioned a Kentucky Colonel at the Woodmen of the World
reactionary bases in the Arab
State Convention held recently in Louisville, where be presided as state president. The presentation
Robert Head, Associate world "
was made 1) State Senator Pat McCuiston, Pembroke. Shown in the picture is Mrs. Buford Hurt
Professor in the Art DepartThe group said the attack on
cutting off Mr. Wooden's tie, after which he was presented with the traditional Kentucky Colonel
string boss tie. Also shown in the picture is: State Senator McCuiston on the extreme left, Wilbur ment, Murray State University, the refinery was "intended as a
DEMOCRATIC UNITED STATES SENATOR THOMAS EAGLETON of Missouri answers
will conduct the second session blow to the unholy alliance be- questions of newsmen at a press conference prior to his speaking engagement at Murray State
Ritter of Falmouth,(seated), and Mrs. Harry Berry of Glasgow.
of a drawing and painting tween the United States, Saudi
University. Eagleton was the featured lecturer at the Insight Series held in Lovett Auditorium, last
workshop Tuesday, April 17, Arabia and Lebanon" and that night.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
from 8:30-9:30 p.m. at the the oil "feeds imperialism and
Murray Art Guild, 103 North eith goes into plane's and other deInsight '73
Street.
structive weapons with which
This is the second of a series the United States is generously
of workshops which have been supplying the Israeli enemy."
possible through funding
made
The Lebanese government
Dozens of prominent GOP of- placed under the door of a from the Kentucky Arts
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Harsaid "armed elements" were
HoPlaza
York's
New
in
room
deas
record
on
old K. Upset, the chief investi- ficeholders are
and the National responsible for the attack, a
tel. He said he pleaded guilty to Commission
gator for senators probing the manding that step by the White
the Arts. For phrase in official communiques
for
Endowment
given
a misdemeanor and was
Watergate bugging case, has House.
the third year the Commission that usually means Palestinian
sentence.
suspended
a
resigning
was
he
Lipset said
resigned after learning of imhas awarded a grant through guerrillas.
Details of that case were first
Missouri was the featured solutions in such a way as to
By MIKE BRANDON
minent disclosures that he once rather than cause any embarthe
auspices of the Murray Art
But spokesmen for the PaleUpset
after
last year
published
arid
committee
at the Insight Series include middle America in our
the
to
speaker
rasment
Writer
Ledger & Times
pleaded guilty in a bugging
Guild in an effort to encourage stinians, who had vowed reinvestigate
to
hired
been
had
in
presence
my
that
''to insure
Senator sponsored by the MSU Student effort to improve society."
States
United
conspiracy case in New York.
community participation end venge on the United States for
the Nassau County, N.Y., jail.
Eagleton, who was introduced
at Government.
appearing
Eagleton,
art.
Thomas
of
And in a separate develop- no way impedes the vitally imfield
the
its alleged role in Israel's comMcCord was said interest in
Meanwhile,
the audience by former
the
"It
to
gained
added:
He
who
work."
portant
Eagleton,
the
on
Lovett Auditorium
ment the FBI was reportedly
The workshop will be a mando raid into Lebanon
Lieutenant Governor
lawyer to have taken
his
by
Kentucky
was
disto
he
efforts
after
that
limelight
belief
my
is
national
led by convicted Watergate
continuation of last week's Tuesday, said the sabotage was campus of Murray State
FBI agents to four hiding
George Harry Lee Waterfield, anSenator
as
nominated
appeal
an
issued
and
conspirator James W. McCord credit me come from the
contour
University,
of
gesture
Issession
an
not its work and blamed
places in Maryland where be
a wide range of
to hidden bugging equipment enemies of the committee who
with charcoal or conte raeli commando force.
last night for his party to reach McGovern's running mate in swered
away" electronic drawing
"stashed
had
at the conclusion of
its
questions
with
election
interfere
to
presidential
seeking
are
1972
the
said by his attorney to have
out to middle America.
crayon, and proceeding to the
"The purpose is to 'create
bugging equipment while he
dropped from the his speech.
later
then
and
from
Senator
The
junior
color
or
oil
water
been paid for with money sup- work.of
use
washes
guerrilla
the
between
troubles
following the
He defended the party
Upset, 51, is based in San was out on bond
ticket, was greeted by a. small
in monochromatic tones, all of movement and the Lebanese
plied by President Nixon's reWatergate arrests last June.
of the South who did
pria
Democrats
been
has
audience.
and
responsive
Francisco
but
V drawing being done from a government," a Palestinian
election committee.
The lawyer, Bernard'W. FenThe Missouri Democrat said not support McGovern for
are: spokesman said.
needed
Materials
model.
The two developments came vate detective 77 years, often in
He did detec- sterwald, said the bugging gear newsprint pad, watercolor
that his party is still the president.
Friday amid unconfirmed re- sensational cases.
in the was purchased last spring but paper, charcoal or conte
"It was practical for local
defense
the
for
work
tive
majority party in American but
ports the White House and the
Country
Murray
it
Women,
that he did not know whether
not to campaign for
Soleand
politicians
arto
Davis
learn
Angela
recent
must
they
that
crayon, earth colors in water
Senate Watergate investigating
had ever been used.
The annual All Campus Sing ticulate their principles in a McGovern," Eagleton said.
or oils, turpentine, large
colors
committee are moving closer to dad Brothers murder cases.
Club, To Hold Luncheon
Fensterwald said McCord,
Upset said his bugging conwill be held on the back steps of way with which ordinary
watercolor and wash brushes,
agreeing on an arrangement
'See F.agleton, Page 10i
security chief for the
former
ma1966
a
of
out
arose
viction
of the Murray the library at Murray State Americans can identify.
water container aod rags.
women
The
permitting the President's top
Nixon re-election campaign,
"The Democratic Party must
Due to space limitations in- Country Club will have their University on Wednesday, April
aides to testify on the affair in rital case in which a tape
recorder microphone was can prove the hidden bugging terested participants are asked regular ladies day luncheon ow
begtrsto -contront-thiS challenge
p.m.
:SO
public and under oath
equipment was bought with
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha by reassessing its attitudes
to register by calling Cynthia Wednesday, April 18, at noon at
Nixon campaign funds because
music toward people and issues,"
Barbara the club with Mrs. A. L. Willis Iota, professional
7534NI-or
Peterson,
"he's got vouchers for the
as luncheon chairman.
fraternity for women, the sing Eagleton said.
Harrell, 4e241131.
stuff."
"Somehow in the 'course of
Reservations should be made will feature three categories—
McCord,who was once an opby calling Mrs. John Farrell at Male Greek fraternities, our efforts to end the Vietnam
erative et . the Central InPlans are being completed for
72-0592 or other hostesses who FemAle Greek sororities, and War, to protect people's civil
telligence Agency, spent much
liberties and to solve the the Hazel ....School Alumni
are Mesdames Charles D. Independents.
of Friday with Samuel Dash,
Clark, J. M. Converse, Maurice
Trophies will be awarded in problems of the poor in our Banquet to be held Saturday,
chief counsel for the Senate inF. Crass, Glenn Doran, T. C. each category. Mother feature society, we developed a April 21, at seven p.m. at tpe
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. prison, with the time to run vestigating committee. Neither
Murray Woman'ifklub, House,
Doran, William T. Doss, will be the selection of the Best reputation for moral absolutism
AP — The government will concurrently with another sen- McCord nor Dash would say
according to Gerald Coles,
Charles A. Doxsee, M. C. Ellis, Director,
and self-righteousness.
what was discussed.
resume its presentation of evi- tence he is presently serving
Z. C. Enix, and Gaylord
"And as it became in- president of the association.
A spokesman for the
Dash did say he knew of LipHe was brought to Bowling
dence Monday in the federalReservations at $2.811 per
Forrest.
that creasingly clear that our effort
said Friday
fraternity
court trial of 24 persons ac- Green from a federal honor set's guilty plea before hiring
Mrs. Ed Carroll and Mrs fifteen entries had been to win political support was person should be made by
Mrs. Connie Jones, counselor
him.
cused of conspiring in a multi- camp in Florida.
for the J.U. Kevil Workshop in Thomas Miller will be hostesses received by that date and each failing, our response turned Wednesday, April 18, by calling
"Hal wouldn't be a good in- Mayfield, and a resident of for the bridge session at nine
In testimony Friday, Barbee
state car theft ring.
Gerald Coles 753-4661 or Mrs.
group will sing two songs in the inward. Thus we lost touch with
III blank vestigator if he hadn't gotten Murray, has been named the a.m. on Wednesday.
Hubert Barrow 492-8395.
ordinary
of
number
large
a
A former used-car dealer and said he sold Mayes
competition.
and registra- into one or two jams," Dash new president of the Kentucky
Coles said some letters were
citizens who did not see things
former defendant testified Fri- license receipts
taken from wrecked said. "He has an excellent rep- Rehabilitation
Counseling
as moralistically or as ab- mailed, but any interested
day that he had purchased cars tion titles
utation among lawyers, district Association for this area.
person may attend even if a
solutely,
from two of the defendants now autos.
Mayes as attorneys and his colleagues."
Also,
he
quoted
was not received. The
letter
Emener,
way
best
the
William
Dr.
thai
on trial.
4
saying "I have people stealing
professor and coorand economic group especially invites the 8th
social
assistant
alleviate
to
had
he
said
William Barbee
WRONG ADDRESS
cars and have two men going
of rehabilitation
dinator
injustice, which are our prin- grade graduates of the school
bought vehicles from Billy around to county court clerks
The address for Campbell's programs ,pt Murray State,
ciples, is to convince a majority since consolidation of the
Mayes and Nathan McDaniel, to register the cars." Barbee Factory Outlet in Mayfield is
seves as a board
presently
Americans that our prin- county high school in 1960.
of
cars
eight
to
five
first
with the
said he had lied in previous 217 S. 6th rather than the ad- member of the KRCA.
Dr. Hubert C. (Coonie)
can also be applied efciples
coming from McDaniel.
statements to FBI agents. ''not dress listed in an advertisement
:The Association held a
fectively to solve their problems Denham, Murray optomertrist,
Barbee, who said his profit merely to protect myself but to appearing in an issue of the meeting April 10th and Ilth at
will be the speaker. He
and allay their concern.
Ledger & Times this week.
was only $50 to $100 on each protect Mayes and McDaniel."
the Galt House in Louisville.
"We must make a con- graduated from Hazel High
car, said "I didn't know they
The Kentucky Rehabilitation
Certinited effort to discover the School in the class of 1948 and.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS problems of middle America— was a member of the Hazel
were stolen vehicles.
handlers
is composed primarily of
Snake
across
Rain and snow spread
After I found out McDaniel
personnel from the state agency
and then we must apply our Lions basketball team.
the western half of the nation
was dealing in stolen autos. I
of the Bureau of Rehabilitation
today, with temperatures in
asked for a better deal and got
Services and those individuals.
areas dropping into the
some
it" he added.
who work in rehabilitative
warned that
Weathermen
20s.
useda
operated
once
Barbee
fields. As a divisional interest
the worst was yet to come.
car lot in Park City, Ky. He
Rev. Alvin York
group within this "parent
Snow blanketed the Rockies
was among 28 persons originalgroup" (KRA), the Kentucky
Montana and Idaho, and
in
case.
present
the
in
ly indicted
Counselors
NEWPORT, Tenn. ( AP) — ding the serpents. We will con- Rehabilitation
heavy snow warnings were in
He pleaded guilty on Nov. 13 Members of a the tiny Holiness tinue. In addition, we are going Association is the professional
effect for western Colorado and
to conspiracy charges and was Church of God in Jesus' Name to test our faith with fire."
association for counselors of the
Mrs. Donovan said her
WASHINGTON ( AP) — More
the mountain regions.
sentenced to three years in have tested their faith with
mentally disabled.
group's new boycott will demwere meat boycotts are in the wind.
In the llth chapter of Hebr- physically or
s.lvisories
Stockmen's
.
Rehabilitation Counseling
snake handling and poison. ews, the minister read:
onstrate that prices are 'Still
The National ConsuAr Conissued for ".yoming, parts of
11NIIIIIMIIMININNINNIIM1111111MINNE
services have been offered to
Now their minister says some
outrageous" despite thegovernThe Poplar Spring Baptist Montana, Nevada,'Idaho, Utah gress promised in Washington
faith ... the handicapped of Kentucky
through
".'Who
will try fire.
ment's imposition of a ceiling
a
twostage
will
it
280
that
Dakota.
on
Friday
Highway
located
South
Church,
and
raging fire, escaped and the nation for over fiftyThe mountain folk Of the quenched
on meat prices.,
National Weather Service week boycott in May unless
at Pottertown will hold a revival
The
won
the
sword,
of
edge
the
10,534
1972,
three years. In
church buried two of their
In another development, a
Mostly sunny .and wanner brethren Thursday after they strength out of weakness, be- handicapped people were meeting starting Monday, April issued a heavy snow watch for Congress rotIS back food prices
Cast
of Living Council spokesSunday
level.
10
Jan.
on
the
to
Wyoming
through
and
continuing
16,
eastern
forput
fear,
in
today, with a high in the mid drank strychnine during serv- came mighty
returned to the work force in
man said Friday there's ''no
In Los Angeles, Fight InSunday. April 22, with services and a spring storm watch
eign armies to flight."
60s. Increasing cloudiness and ices Sunday.
as
oal
Their
Kentucky alone.
at seven o'clock each evening. tonight and Sunday for western flation Together, which organ- clear evidence" that cattlemen
warmer tonight and Sunday,
"Preacher Ruble Campbell counselors is to "Turn tax uscrs
The bodies of the Rev. Jimnized the earlier boycott, said are withholding cattle from the
Rev. Alvin York pastor of Nebraska.
late
with a chance of showers
my Ray Williams, 34, of Carson down the road is going to give into tax payers," a spokesman the Sedalia Baptist Church and
market in an effort to keep
Frost warnings were in 'effect there would be another one
tonight continuing Sunday. Low Springs and the Rev. Buford the church a blowtorch. God said.
beef prices up.
former pastor of the Sugar for eastern Washington as a April 30 - May 6 regardless of
tonight in the upper 40s, high Pack, 30, of Marshall,. N.C., will furnish the power and we
The spokesman denied that
Creek Baptist Church in mass of arctic air pouring what Congress does.
Sunday in the low to mid 70s. were buried with Bibles opened the faith," said the' minister,
The Los Angeles group has' council director John T. Dunlop
Callowaynty, will be the south into he storm center sent
Mild Monday,with a chance of to a passage in the Gospel of whose church has 48 members.
had accused cattlemen of such
voted itself out of the Consumer
temperatures into the 20s.
evangelist.
He said the blowtorch will be
St. Mark:
action. Dunlop was satiated .by
about
includes
which
drenched
s,
Congress,
song
director
Peeler,
Thunderstorm
Leland.
"They shall take up serpents; turned on the faces and arms
Kentucky's extended outlook
at Grace Baptist Church, much of Texas, and hail pelted 50 boyconsgroups, and says it the Los Angeles Times as sayand if they drink any deadly of "thoce anointed by the Holy
Monday through Wednesday.
Murray, will direct the song White Deer, about 30 miles Will not take part in a demon- ing in Beverly Hills, Calif.,
a
answered
firemen
Murray
Mild with rain Monday, fair thing, it shall not hurt them...." Ghost."
stration against meat prices Wednesday that the practice
The nursery will be northeast of Amarillo.
service.
Warehousing
The deaths of the two men call to the Murray
After his brother and Wiland cdoler Tuesday and edwas taking place and governopen for each service .
The eastern half of the nation scheduled May 5.
11:45
a.m.
Friday.
at
Corp.
pastor
Sunday have shaken some
nesday. Highs around 70 Mtn- liams were'.burled the
weather.
"Demonstrations are obsolete ment would "have to act" if it
fair
enjoyed
said
The
church
reports
Rev.
pastor,
Lynn
Fire
department
day, lowering to near 66 of the church, the Rev. Lister members of the church, he
Temperatures before dawn and this one won't accomplish persisted.
grain Walker,and the congregation of
Tuesday and Wednesday. Lows Pack, said: "Several brothers said, adding, however,"We will there was a small.firma
The Times said its account
ranged from 15 at Houlton, anything," said June Donavon,
to
the
extinguished
welcome
a
extend
church
was
bin,
wliich
in the 50s Monday morning, have been drinking strychnine keep on testing our faith in the
was accurate.
at Key West, Fla. FIT's chairman.
72
to
Maine,
the
to
public.
the
attend
revival.
CO2.
with
for years in addition to han- Holy Ghost."
lowering to the upper 3Cis
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Second Session Of
Art Workshop Will
Be Held Tuesday

Chief Investigator In Watergate
Probe Resigns Due To Bug Charge

Eagleton Urges Democratic
Party To Reassess Attitudes

All Campus Sing To
Be Held Wednesday
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Former Used-Car Dealer
Testifies In Theft Trial

Alumni Banquet for
Hazel School Will Be Held April 21

i;unnve Jones

New President
Of Association

Rain, Snow
Spread Over
West Today

Two Church Members Die
From Poison; Fire Next

Rev. York Speaker
For Revival Meet
At Poplar Spring

The Weather

-firemen Answer
Call On Triday

More Meat Boycotts
In'The Wind In May
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•

The Wall Street Journal tells a fascinating story of
I w.Q cases that illustrate —how solomoniC _ the_
-publicans have to be atthis time of year.
. A New York lawyer had a sailing vessel he took
clients and prospective clients out on. and he
discussed business affairs with them without the
—pretense that it was just a -131eaSure-triP. He was
allowed by a court to deduct 60 per cent of the
vessel's operating cost as a business expense.
Meanwhile. in Nashville. Tenn.. an automobile
dealer was not allowed by a court to write off his
expenses on his own boat because he just took his
customers out for a joy ride and didn't solicit
business overtly.
We aren't sure what the moral of this story is. but
there must be one. Anyway.*.the courts ruled
correctly because the government does have to draw
the line on tax deductions somewhere.—Little Rock
(Ark i.,rkansas Gazette.

Fingers in the dike

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A comedian somewhere once
did a routine about high-priced
restaurants that included the
line: "Eat all the onions you
want. The check will take your
breath away."
Food prices in restaurants
and supermarkets, particularly
meat prices, remain astrono-

-Cold Weather Could
Cost $2 Million To
"Thanks to Mr. T. 0. Turner for the lila& and the
Kentucky Farmers
:iris he brought in the other day," from the column,
_

'Seen & Heard Around Murray.,
Neale Mason of the Fine Arts Faculty of Murray
State College willbe heard in a violoncello rec,ital
-tonight. He will be assisted by Prof. Russell
_Terhune, piano.
• Eltis Henson, director of-field services for Murray
iSfate College, attended the Southeastern Regional
:PTA Conference on Parent-Education held at
:Atlanta, Ga.
- Miss Emma Dene Smith. daughter of Mr. and
:Mrs. Treman Smith of Murray Route Three, was
:married to Merritt Lawson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
$..ynn Lawson of Stella, on April 5.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LIDO= &

TIMIS PUB

The first Calloway County soldier of the present
war to be awarded the Purple Heart was S-Sgt. Hugh
Erwin who was killed in action On January 13, 1943,
in the Western European war theater.
Pfc. Paul D.Jones has been reported as a prisoner
of the German Army.
Sgt. Lester Nanny and Lt. Bernard D. Belrhave
been reported wounded in action in the fighting in
North Africa.
Sixty-five Calloway County men will leave April 22
for Evansville. Ind. to take physical examinations
preparatory to entering the Armed Services.
A death reported this week was Lucious Adams of
Hazel.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Young on April 13, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
,Alren Rose on Apri1.13._ and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
• James Pain on April 10.

If God be for us, who can be against us"—Romans
8:31.

There is a divine power reinforcing goodness that
assures ultimate victory.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Where would we be. without the Republicans and
their relentless use of the clout to head off us citizens
from a final confrontation with power-for-the-sakeof-power? Why, we would be scratching and dodging
the power-weighted cudgels- of the Democratswhich is to_„say, no matter who is in the White
House, half of us, more or less..-wish he weren't.
"What most Americans are for is the
privilege of being against."
—Du(tionarv of Opinions

Hendrickson
Scene Of Je
Ludwick Me

require occasional updating.( It's
NEW YORK, N. Y., — You got deposit box at a bank, along with
also wise to summarize all your
up bright and early, had that such valuable possessions as
wake-up cup of coffee, put on heirloom jewelry. This is cer- insurance coverage, listing the
name of the
your oldest pair of blue jeans and tainly a good place for papers you type of policy,
company,
the policy
issuing
frequently,
as
such
don't
too
need
are now determined to attack
name and adthose messy bureau drawers in property deeds, negotiable stocks number and the
dress of your insurance agent.)
and bonds and savings bonds.
earnest.
Wrapping valuable documents
simhave
also
a
should
You
But, if you're like most
will
housewives it won't be long ple—but good—filing system at in aluminum foil before filing
yellowing,
and
their
prevent
help
readily
want
you
papers
home
for
spring
before
your first
housecleaning chore loses accessible. These might include each document should be idenmomentum as you sit on the birth certificates, diplomas, tified before being placed in a file
reserved
floor surrounded by a "million' passports and those personal cabinet or boxes
such papers.
things you couldn't possibly insurance policies that might 1i9eCia4 tor
throw out.
The children's first report
cards...vacation snapshots (a
little out of focus, but still...), outof-date job resumes, those
newspaper clippings from you
parents' wedding anniversary
party.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—With the Thursday mornings, 9:30 a iii
And, wait a minute. Property
Old State House closed for to 11:30 a.m, and the I,t.
tax receipts, income tax returns,
renovation, visitors to the Governor's Mansion is open
and that latest insurance policy
capital city will find a new tour weekdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
you and your husband decided
Other points of interest for the
scheduled in its place.
you needed
According to John Alden, Frankfort visitor include a
Personal papers are much too
Director of Information and walking tour of old Frankfort to
important to file haphazardly.
Research for the Department of see famous sites such as the site
And, as life becomes more
Public Information, tours of the of the first log cabin in Frankcomplex, these papers multiply.
Capital Plata facilities are fort, built around 1786, and the
certificates,
your
Birth
given Monday through Friday, 9 famed "Corner of Celebrities"
marriage license, the deed to the
a.m. to 5 p.m. The tours start where it is believed more
house, savings bonds, investment
from the fountain in the center famous man lived in four acres
certificates, insurance policies
of the plaza and include the than on any similar plot of land
income tax returns, your last will
sports center, plaza tower and in the United States.
and testament—all should be! other points of interest.
Daniel Boone's monument is
filed carefully and in a safe
"We believe that the Capital located in the Frankfort
spot. And you, as well as r Plaza will now take it's place
as Cemetery where he and his wife
members of your immediate t a Frankfort landmark worthy of were buried after their bodies
family, should know not only tourists' attention," said Alden. were returned
from Missouri.
your place for everything but "It is a new attraction in which
The Department of Fish and
be assured that everything's in Kentucky -School children and Wildlife's
game farm is always
And though this suggestion tourists.allirat. can take great a highlight for
young and Old
does not mean to advocate our
alike, open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Pride•"
becoming a nation of squirrels, it
Tours of the Capitol itself are daily, with free admission and
does caution against tossing any held seven days a week, picnic facilities
on the grounds.
official-looking documents into Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.
For more tourist information,
the wastebasket too quickly. to 4:30 p.m., weekends,9 a.m. to call or write
the Division of
Even if the policies are old, it's 4:30 p.m.
Travel, Department of Public
smart to hold on to life, health,
The Governor's Mansion is Information, Capitol Annex.
automobile,
fire
and open to visitors Tuesday and Frankfort, Kentucky.
homeowners' policies.
Life insurance policies, for
example, may have some values
even when you have stopped
paying premiums and they are no
longer in force. And, if you've
kept all your different types of
insurance policies, you'll have
CHICAGO—"Dimensions of education; big city problems;
ready proof of coverage should Involvement" is the theme for home-school relationships; and
you need it.
the
multi-million-member shared decision-making in
Many of the documents you've National PTA at its 77th annual education.
accumulated over the years convention, to be held May 20-23
One of PTA's priority projects
should probably be kept in a safe at the Chase- Park Plaza Hotel which has gained national
in St. Louis, Mo.
recognition is PISA I Parent"Our theme emphasizes that, Teacher-Student Associations).
in today's world, there are A special workshop, "PTSA:
persuasive reasons for ex- Developing and Sustaining a
April 10. 1973
panding concerns beyond the Real Partnership" will involve
ADULTS.:106
limits of one's neighborhood," the youth- ---iiiilRibeFS-41--4146 NURSERY
said National
ElizabethNa
l PfA
mallor
Pr
yesident, National PTA Board of
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs.
Managers. Other NationAl PTA
DISMISSALS
As more and more decisions
projects to be the subject of
Mrs. Judith Ann Ainley, which influence our lives today workshops
are: "Alcohol: A
Route _7,Mayfield, Mrs. Myra are being made by state and Family
Affair"; "Children's
Ruth Nanney, Box 182, Murray, national evernments, Mrs.
Emotional Health"; "RISE
Miss Deborah Joan Shankle, Mallory explained, any attempt
Reading Improvement Services
Route 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn., by individuals to retreat to the
Everywhere"; aacrbTo Make a
Master Dennis Larry Phelps, isolation of local action and
Difference—Votunteett in the
Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Bar- ,xincern becomes shortsighted
Juvenile Courts."
bara Irene Harrell, Route 1, and restrictive.
Hazel, Mrs. Mary Sue Johnson,
new
Delegates will elect
"Experience proves that
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Myrtle isolating ourselves is self- officers for two year terms.
Duncan, Route 6, Murray, defeating. This is why the Nominees for national office
Master Ben Christopher Allen National PTA is concerned with include Mrs. Lillie Herndon,
Greer, 1622 Miller, Murray, new and broader dimensions
of Columbia, S.C., for president:
Mrs. Georgia Eda Bailey, Route effective involvement,"
she Mrs. Walter G. Kimmel, Rock
2, Murray, Charles Arthur added.
Island, Ill., for first viceBryant, 451 Broome Road,
The convention program this president; and Dudley E. Flood,
Knoxville, Tenn., Harry Leroy year has been designed .
to Raleigh, N.C., for'second viceFritz, 1501 Durango Drive, stimulate and motivate
PTA president. Twenty-six comLoveland, Ohio, Mrs. Dana delegates to become
involved in mission members also will be
Lynn McDougal, Route 6, all issues affecting children
and elected during the convention.
13enton, Master Daniel Thomas youth. Topics of
Mrs. Mallory pointed out that
Ideashops
Dexter, Mrs. Elaine range from building more
ef- this annual meeting of more
Emma Etherton, 810 Bagwell, fective PTA's to
1,000
delegates,
education than
Murray, Donnie Snyder, Route legislation in Washington,
representing some 40,000 local
D.C.
3, Cadiz, Mrs. Morine Groomes, These
popular
sessions, PTA units across the nation,
412 S. 10th, Murray, Donald featuring nationally
known provides the opportunity for
Hugh Lynch, Route 1, Benton, educators as well
as PTA members to actively parMrs. Mary Beulah Jones, 1204 leaders, will also focus
on such ticipate in the formulation of the
Olive, Murray, Mrs. June Curd, vital subjects as the
dilemma of National PTA priorities for the
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Frances financing education;
health coming year.
Wilcox, Route 4, Murray,
Luther Alexander Richerson,
Genesal Delivery, Puryear,
Tenn., Locte Truman Stalls,
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Annie
Mason Stalls, Route 2, Hazel,
thru
Mrs. Dote Nix Curd, 804 Hurt
Drive, Murray.
TUE.

Capital Plaza Added To
Tour -Program

t" '

Joe Hutson, age 96. died today in Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. William C. Nall, Jr., of Murray was installed
as president of the First District PTA at the 35th
annual spring conference held at Trigg County High
School.
Receiving superior ratings in vocal solos at the
Murray State College Music Festival were Susan
Nance and Susan Evans of Murray High School and
Shirley Thomas of Murray College High School.
Rev. and Mrs. Harold- Craig are the parents of a
,haby boy born today. Grandparents are Mr. and
Airs. Curtis Craig and Mr. and Mrs. Raymon
Newsom.
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Important Papers Should Always
Be Filed For Easy Accessibility
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Two Tax Cases
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PRINCETON, Ky.(AP) — A
horticulturist at the University
of Kentucky research and extension facility here says the
unseasonably cold weather that
surprised Kentucky farmers
this week could cause losses up
to $2 million. W. D. Anntfrong said
Thursday -that crops took
"quite a lick" in the Princeton
area. He also said severe damage to fruit had been reported
from Warren. Marshall and
Henderson counties.
"Counting strawberries and
the peaches and apples, Kentucky's loss could easily reach
$2 million," Armstrong said.
"It's something to see an orchard loaded Tuesday afternoon and then the next day
nothing."
Horticulturists also are predicting that a shortage of fresh
fruit this season could lead to
higher prices for the produce
that survived the unseasonable
cold.
Another UK horticulturist,
Luther Small at Somerset, estimated that the apple industry
in Wayne, Russell, Casey and
Pulaski counties suffered a
$300,080 loss as a result of a 50
per cent kill of apple blossoms.

mical. Now, to the added shock
of already Stunned consumers,
the price of onions is soaring.
Produce managers blame
short supplies on weather-damaged crops, principally in
Texas. This came on the heels
of poor crops in other major
onion-growing states, Idaho,
New York, California, Michigan, Colorado and Oregon.
In Boston, a two-pound bag
that sold recently for 49 cents
was reported now retailing for
79 cents to 89 cents.
In Los Angeles, where a 50pound sack of white onions sold
for about $7 in January, the
price now runs from $18 to $22.
Similar conditions were reported elsewhere in t;e-, country.
Farrell Finkbeir.er, manager
of the Michigan Onion Producers, estimated the price increase at 64 per cent nationwide over last year. He said depleted surpluses accounted for
most of the price hike.
"This might have been a
year of cheap onions," Finkbeiner said. "It looked as though
the onion yield was going to be
very high."
Gene Sullivan, merchandising
manager for Safeway Stores in
Portland, Ore., said Safeway
will purchase New Zealand
yellow onions next week, buying them for 37 cents a pound
and selling them for 49 cents a
pound.
"At that, we aren't even paying for the cost of handling and
selling the onions," Sullivan
said.
Oscar Simpson, a produce
buyer in Charlotte, N.C., said
he saw "no real relief in the
situation for at least a month."
Stocks of onions in the Charlotte area were virtually depleted.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
State Police drug raids in at
least three Kentucky cities netted 20 persons by early this
morning, and police said more
arrests could follow.
State Police worked in cooperation with local authorities,
apprehending 10 persons in
Bowling Green and Warren
County, six in Owensboro and
Daviess County and four in
Ashland and Boyd County.
Public Safety Commissioner
Ron Johnson said at Frankfort
that the effort was not a coordinated statewide move but resulted from "many months of
undercover operations" by
State. Police.
Officials at Bowling Green
and Ashland declined early this
morning to identify the persons
arrested in their areas or to
give further details concerning
the raids.
At Owensboro, State Police
Sgt. William Starks said by
telephone from a local motel
that the arrests were a result
of a month's undercover work
by State Police.
He identified the six persons
arrested by early morning as
Michael Beemer, 23; Gordon
Rene Bonasorte, 21; Reginald
Wayne Sapp, 26; Darrell Wayne
Sims, 19; Calvin Sims, 21, and
Chuck McKinney, M.
All were charged with violation of the controlled —Substances act, Starks said, and
Beemer and Bonasorte also
were charged with carrying a
concealed weapon.
Starks said more arrests
might follow in the Owensboro
and Daviess County area.

Robert Babb
Awarded Grant

—
Robert M. Babb of Hopkinsville, who is completing work
on his Specialist in College
Teaching degree at Murray
State University this spring, has
WENATCHEE, Wash. (AP) the chance of infection, pre- been awarded a fellowship to do
— Pigskin dressings that have vents fluid loss, eases pain and doctoral work at the University
of Kentucky.
kept
nine-year-old
Sandra improves the appetite.
Sandra's pigskin dressings,
To begin in September and
Kimble alive for nearly a
month have done their job. which cost more than $100 a continue through June of nest
Doctors have started making day, came from clean hides of year, the $2,600 University of
grafts of the youngster's own freshly killed swine flown from Kentucky Research Foundation
skin to get her back on her the Burn Treatment Skin Bank fellowship is the first to be
awarded to a doctoral student in
in Phoenix, Ariz.
feet.
The hides are treated so as to the higher education program
Sandra, whose nightgown
caught fire from an electric be sterile, shaved and cut into at the University of Kentucky.
Babb, who is serving an inheater on March 13, has been strips. Rolled over gauze, the
receiving daily applications of pigskin is packaged, sealed and ternship and teaching as a
member of the faculty at
the skin of pigs under the su- refrigerated.
Sandra neecied about two and community
colleges
in
pervision of Dr. 13en Knecht
and physiotherapist Carmen a half rolls of pigskin every Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
Bossenbrock at Deaconess Hos- other day. It had to be removed Paducah, is presently involved
pital. The technique was devel- within one to four days or the in a joint doctoral program
oped by Dr. Knecht in 1965 at child's body would have re- between Murray State and UK.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
the University of Iowa and pio- jected it with violent reaction.
1)r. Knechti who came to We- Babb of Marion, Babb earned
neered there.
natchee a year ago, says the the B. S. degree in business at
Under the method, pigskin is first 48 hours are crilcial
in Murray State in 1970 and the M.
laid on the burned areas daily guarding against "burn
shock," A. in Education degree in 1971.
after the old skin is washed and that's when the
He is married to the former
pigskin
away. Doctors say it -reduces serves As a saxior.
Sherion Hurst of Lola. •

Pigskin Dressings
Keep Girl

National PTA Names St Louis
For 77th Annual May Convention

Hospital Report

(IA31 I

,Second Week-Long
Boycott Predicted
LOS ANGELES (API — An
organizer of the nationwide
meat boycott the first week in
April says there'll be another
the first week of May.
June Donavan, chairman of
Fight Inflation Together, announced a second boycott
Thursday, saying prices are
"still outrageous." She said the
new campaign will run from
April 30 through May 6.
FIT organized the first na-

ttonwide boycott and went
ahead with it despite'President
Nixon's last-minute order freezing meat -prices at late March
levels.

A Man of Peace Driven Wild!

•
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Hendrickson- Home-Scene-Of-Jessie Ludwick Meeting

••

Engagement Announced

nts
will
and
enfile
red

Saturday, April 14
Teentown will be held at the
First United Methodist Church
from 7:30 to eleven p.m. with a
disc jockey present to play
rece-ds. Admission will be fifty
cents.

Widow upset about
neighbor's advances

The Lottie Moon Group of the
Baptist Women of the First
Baptist Church met in the home
of Mrs. Richard
Waker on
Monday, April 2, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Miss Debbie Moody, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Moody,
was the guest speaker for the
evening. She discussed her
work as a a summer missionary
in California.
In charge of the program was
Mrs. Odelle Vance. Mrs. Henry
Warren read the scripture and
led in prayer.
The chairman, Mrs. Codie
Caldwell, presided. Mrs. Ray
Brownfield, secretary.
treasurer, gave her reports.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Walker during the social
hour.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mesdames Murray Turner, T.C.
Collie, James .Ward, A.W.
Russell, Earl Warford, Rudolph
Howard, Purdom Outland,
Glenn Wooden, Miss Frances
Brown, and Miss Pauline
Waggener. Guests were Mrs.
abea Ghasiariart.end- Mise•
Moody.

a
1

1571 Or

camas. TrOkolo-N. Y. Mom

trot. loc.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Williams of
Akron, Ohio, will be honored on
their 50th wedding anniversary
by their children and grandchildren with a reception at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, from two to
four p.m. All friends, and
relatives are invited.

DEAR ABBY: I have been a widow for one year. I
have been told often that I'm a nice looking woman and I
don't look my age, which is 49.
Yesterday, a neighbor rang my hen
' as he had.done a
hundred times while my husband was alive, and asked if
the coffeepot was on.. He said his wife was ahopping.
I made him welcome, but it didn't take me long to
figure out he wanted more than coffee. He said: "It's too
bad you live next door—the neighbors don't miss a thing.
Now, if I could meet you somewhere. . . ."
I looked out the window and said: "Oh, I think your
wife just drove up, and she'll need your help with the
groceries," then I jumped up and opened the door.
Abby, I like this man's wife very much, but I don't
think I can ever be in her company without feeling guilty. I
am a terrible actress. Must I move? I really don't think I
am up to handling this.
A LADY ALONE

Miss Gloria McReynolds
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. McReynolds, 28806 Diesing, Madison
Heights, Mich., announce the engagement of their daughter,
Gloria, to Mark H. Sejnowski, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry M.
Sejnowski, 29427 Shirley, Madison Heights.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Edna McReynolds
and the late Miller McReynolds of Murray, and the great granddaughter of Mrs. Chlora Farmer of Murray. She is a senir at
Lamphere High School, Madison Height's.
Mr. Sejnowski is a 1972 graduate of Notre Dame High School,
Harper Woods. He attends Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich.
A September 21st wedding at Vincent Ferrer Church, Madison
Heights, Mich., is planned.

COOKIN1 Miller Home Scene
IS FUN
Of Group Meeting
Crackers
Ham Spread
Cheese-stuffed Celery
Cookies
Fruit
HAM $VREAD
An appetizing way to use leftover baked ham
1 1/2 cups finely ground lean
baked ham,'firmly packed.
1/3 cup mayonnaise
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
3 tablespoons pickle relish
In a medium mixing bowl
thoroughly mix together all the
ingredients Turn into a jar and
t
Makes aboutrritaipt.

SCOTT-DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET

ILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDA

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 AA. Till 6 P.M. —

FRUIT TREES
2/$5

Mrs. Gregg Miller opened her
home on Vine Street for the
meeting of Group II of the
Christian Women's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church
held on Tuesday, April 3, at twothirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The program on "Christian
Life And Love" was very ably
presented by Mrs. Llarland
Hodges.
Mrs. Tax Roberts and Mrs.
Tellus McDougal gave the
service chairmen's reports.
Mrs. R.H. Robbins, chairman,
The hostesses, Mrs. Miller
and Mrs Jean Bordeaux,
served refreshments from a
beautifully appointed tea table
the twenty-one members and
following guests: Mrs.
the
Calista Butterworth, Mrs.
Huron Redden, Mrs. Wilcox,
and Mrs. Hodges.
MAYFEELD PATIENT
Forest Christopher Priddy of
1639 Catalina, Murray, was
dismissed April 10 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.

J. P. PATENTED

POTTED

Plantland

DEAR RED: I would conclude tha*. he
inmewbere. [Possibly home.]

talf‘•

Monday, April 16
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Richard Armstrong with Mrs.
Ernest Madrey as hostess at
9:30 a.m. A potluck luncheon
will be served.

eager to go

DEAR ABBY - I am in the 8th grade but I'm very
mature for my age. I've got a real big crush on this dude
named Johnny who's a senior and hangs around with my
older brother.
I am very good at expressing myself in poetry so I
wrote six real neat poems telling Johnny how I felt about
him, and I mailed them to him I waited a whole week and
never heard anything. I know he got them because I put
my name and address on the envelope, and it never came
back.
I finally couldn't stand it any more so I wrote Johnny a
long letter explaining why I wrote the poems and telling
him if he thought I was too young for love, I would settle
for friendship but I just had to play some role in his life. I
poured out my heart in that letter. I haven't heard a thing
since, and now he doesn't even come to the house to see •
my brother.
am going out of my mind wondering what he thin' ks of
me. Should I call his mother and take her into my confidence and ask her what to do? Eve Caked it over with
some of my friends but they're no help. I'll do anything you
say to get him, Abby Please help me.
SECRET LOVE
DEAR SECRET: Don't call Johnny's mother. Boys are
Inclined to avoid aggressive girls, so cool it for a few
-years. And Our nest thine yea feet lihe passim-your Amara,
out in poetry or prose, go abead—but don't mall it.
Problems? You'll feel biller It you get It elf your eliest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY. Box No. OPTIO, L. A.,
Calif. WNW Enclose atanped. self-addressed embalm,.
please.
For Alikes-aew. Imleldat. "What Tees-Agars Want to
Kaaw." Had SI la Abby. ass Mee. Los Angelis, Cal. NM.

Mrs. June Yurcus
Hostess For Meet
Murray Jaycettes

SOCIETY PATIENT
Mrs. Jimmy Garland is a
patient in Rett
.m 318 of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT

Open 9
Bank Cards „
Gift ond Garden Spot of the Lokelondsw Until Dark
Every Day
Welcome
let Hwys. 68 & 641-5 Mi. N. Benton

_ The MSU Faculty Jazz Trio
Will present a concert at two
p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex.

DEAR ABBY: I have been dating an attractive gentleman who has a very annoying habit. He beeps looking at
his watch every 15 minutes or so What conclusions would
you draw from this annoying habit?
RICE/MAD

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes met Thursday, April
5, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the home of Mrs.
June Yurcus.
Mrs.
Rickman,
Judy
president, presided. Minutes of
the March 1, meeting were read
and the treasurer's report was
given.
The main order of business
was the election of officers for
the coming year. The newly
elected officers for 1973-74 are
Mrs. Jan Emmert, president;
Mrs. Linda
Waugh, vice
president;
Mrs. Dianan
Youngerman, secretary and
Mrs. June Yurcus, treasurer.
The new officers will be installed
at a joint JayceeJaycette banquet in May.
Plans were made for the April
visit with the patients in the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Convalescent Division,
and it was decided to preserr
/-*-each patient with an Easter
EACH ')R 345
,favor.
The next meeting is s heduled
for May 3, at 7:30 p,,m. in the
home of Mrs. Linda Waugh. All
Jaycee wives are cordially
invited to attend.
READY TO GROW

FLOWERING TREES, EVERGREENS,
HOLLYS, BEDDING PLANTS,
PERENNIALS, IMPORTED GIFTS, POTTERY

Social season at OakiLCountry
Club starts with a—ecramble
tournament-for men and women
at one p.m. Members urged to
sing up at the club pro-shop or
call in their entry by Saturday
110011.

DEAR LADY: Why should -joirreel guilty? Go about
your business as tho it never happened. One of the differences between a man and a woman is the man's ability to
forget such a rebuke. He has probably blocked it out already. I suggest you do the same.

ROSES 1.69
ROSES
3.95-4.85
.0.

Sunday, April 15
Open house will be held at the
MSU Amateur Radio Station
%VB4NTB, Swann Hall, from
four to six p.m. for persons
interested in radio communications.

By Abigail Van -Buren

The president,' *M11. ROW
drickson, presided and led the
opening prayer. Mrs. Charles
Crawford led the closing
prayer.
Refreshments d7Cake-,' cct
fee, and Easter candies were
served by the hostess to the
seven members present.
The next meeting will be held
May 1, with Mrs. Vernon
Campbell.

Lottie Moon Group
Has Regular Meet
At Walker Home

./

Watkins-Hudson Vows To Be Read

Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson
opened her home for the
meeting of the Jessie Ludwick
Circle of the First Presbyterian
Church held on Tuesday, April
3, at one-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon.
The devotion on "Spring"
was presented by Mrs. Leroy
Cunningham who gave some
beautiful thoughts on the lovely
flowers and blooming trees,
God's handiwork. She told of
her family's trip to Holland
during the tulip season.
Mrs. Ohs McNelis gave an
informative study of the fourth
chapter of the book, "Mandate
of Missions," being studied by
the group.

It's
our
the
the
icy
ad-
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Aria Vance of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Heat apple cider with whole
allspice, whole cloves and a innamon stick. Wre hot in mugs.

The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Women will meet at
the church at one p.m.

Miss Carla Jo Watkins
Mr. and Mrs Joe H. Watkins of Dexter Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Carla
Jo, to Donnie Eugene Hudson, son of Mr. and Mrs James K.
Hudson of Dexter Route One.
The bride-clect is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School and i employed by Roses Department Store.
The groom-elect, also a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is employed Silica Sand Company
A family wedding is planned for Saturday, May 12.
eb...,4 7111.1511

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .

713-41147

Prayer and Service Breakfast
of Key '73 will be at the Holiday
Inn at eight a.m.
The MSU Chorus will present
a concert, "The Lord Triumphant" by Eula McCain, conducted by Prof. Robert Baar, at
8:30 p.m. in the Lovett
auditorium.

.1

Murray Fraternal
Oraerof Police
presents

* VOTE FOR *

G. (Ted)
Alexander

Tie

for

CIRCUS
INTERNATIONAL
Sunday, April 29, 1973

Sheofriff,

MATINEE— 4:30 P.M.

Calloway County
"Your Candidate for
Law and Order"

EVENING — 7:30 P.M.

Tickets:
Adult - 2.00

Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G.
Alexander, RR2, Murray.

Children - 1.0u

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Dr cleanin SPECIAL
4,A,A;Adv,11

VALUABLE COUPON

iT

VALUABLE COUPON

SWEATERS :7SPORT COATS"
Bit 10
each
100
each I
1.
L.„„,t
1 per customer

Limit

IrlittExp jr-es 4/18/731VAMV

U

1 per customer

!IEWIJExpires 4/18/73

U

ma

..
ro Po mi In PO PO PP In ma OP

Free
Storage
Insured'
Mothproofed'
No boxing
'Pay only regular
cleaning prices!

SHIRT

Po no go mi co an op

VALUABLE COUPON

ea

MA**

Customer's Choice ;

B

Any garment of your choice

1

59

dry cleaned for only
Limit 1
with

coupon

muttExpires

Laundered

4/18/7.3Vea

5

Folded or
4, same
on Hangers.
Wir All Week

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9084
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS

SATURDAY—APRIL 14, 1913
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Sportsman's Notebook
by Jerry Allen
Every bass fisherman in the
Al Blum is reportedly taking
area is sitting on the edge of his several slab crappie around
chair in anticipation of calmer Flagpole Point in Blood River
days and lower water. Hold on lately. Here's a man to keep an
fishermen, it won't be long.
eye out for, he's known for
Valley taking big slab crappie, and lots
Tennessee
The
Authority has plans to have the of them.
lake down to pool stage within
Jim King and his cousin
two weeks, and this should hit David recently took several
the crappie and bass fishing just smallrnouth in the southern part
right, with the water tem- of Kentucky Lake on a jig and
perature in both lakes in the pork rind combination, with
mid 50s. The crappie evidently several weighing in the five
don't know where to go.
pound range.
Some are taken in the
Joe Sills took the big bass of
shallows and others on the deep the area at 9 lbs-2 oz. He hooked
Mater ledges. Barkley is ex- the hog working his bait slowly
tremely clear for the season, off the underwater stumps.
Ken Dean and Don Rye have
and is providing more bass for
the persistent fishermen than really been taking those catfish
Kentucky at the present time, again. They're taking many
but this is apt to change for the over six pounds.
John Taylor and his son,
better as the water goes down.
All the (Incas in the area along with Dean, took several
report some activity with nice keeper channel cat last
week on dyed lines and cut bait
limited catches.
Blood River
set in the heads of the coves
Elmer Williams says Herman around eight to ten feet. Some,
Christian has been taking nice however, were taken in shallow
bunches of crappie on shinners water.
in the bushes. Gerrold Muffins,
Wayne Colson of Stella has
along with his dad, strung 50
dragging out the catfish
slab crappie, taking them on the been
on Barkley this
crappie
and
feet.
17
around
ledges
reports several
Wayne
week.
Several were taken in the
shallows when the wind were really hogs.
The Big 0,one of the newest,
wouldn't allow any ledge
bass baits, is soon to be
hottest
his
fishing. Ray Shelbey took
the market by
share of the slabs last week as produced for
something lots
the winds howled, and the wave Cordell. This is
wanted for
have
busters
bass
of
action beat the lakes.
time.
long
a
Williams says Gene Calhoun
Gary
Jones and
Don
took several limits of slabs in
nice bass
took
both
Marquardt
or
10
the shallow stumps around
trip to Beech
12 feet last week, and then this week on their
Lexington, Tenn.
returned Sunday with 45 really Lake near
Pat Scott and Joe Pat
'slab crappie.
had been fishing a
Witherspoon
Elmer says the high water
pond, and decided to
still has him pinned in at the local farm
another hole.
dock, but expects a rapid fall move and try
the second
to
got
they
When
this week, and some really fine
pond, they left their fish in the
fishing ahead.
truck, planning to have them for
Cypress Springs
supper.
Louis Williams at Cypress
You guessed, it ,when they got
Springs reports some nice
gone. Scott
catches recently from local back, the fish were
someone gets
hopes
he
says
fishermen and tourists.
eating his
Nelly and Gene Davenport indigestion from
supper.
returned to the dock with a
Sportsmen, here's your
really nice stringer. All the
to do something for area
chance
keepers were taken in the
beautification. If you didn't
*allows on shinners.
attend the lakes area cleanup
Ken Denton pulled out a
today,jastrernember to pick ap
the
along
slabs
nice
Bunch of
yOu can the next time you get
all
edge of the brush behind the
coia on the lake. It's sure nice to
dock.
fish a cove that is free of debris.
Thirty big slabs were strung
by Doug Moore on one of the
Other cleanup days are
windy days.
planned soon, and if you're
On the same day, Mr. and
interested, contact "JohnMrs. Nelson Birch strung 20
ny Horizon," T.V.A., Land
keepers in four hours, and
BetweenThe Lake, Box 27,
returned to the dock to wait out
Golden Pond.
the wind.
For you sportsmen that love
Red Alton reportedly took 36
shinners bicycle races, TVA has one
nice crappie on
planned for April 21 to be
around the brush also. "This
sponsored by the Kentucky
weather has the crappie
Western Waterlands. For more
scattered," Louis says.
information, register with TVA
Ken Lake
at 924-5602. The entry fee is
,„...•• Preston Harris reports that
$2.50.
Only a very few crappie are
.eing brought in at the dock,
:)
Pand they're only dribbles."
Like the rest of the docks in
Ptie area, no one reports any
inias being taken. The Baker
FRANKFORT, KY. (AP) —
boys, guiding out of Ken Lake,
have been picking up a few Crappie fishing is fair to good
airing crappie back in Led- at several Kentucky lakes and
some fair catches of black bass
lsetter Cove.
1 Other local fishermen that are being reported, despite re,
Piave been taking fish include cent high winds and cold weaPon Doran and Eddie Clees. ther.
The lake by late rundown
'hey took over 100 crappie on
giarkley last week on shinners. from the State Department of
Bob and Dr. Alsup took nice Fish and Wildlife Resources:
Kentucky — Crappie fair on
trings of crappie two days
minnows along the brush line
3lunning; last Saturday they
liauled in 57 slabs on Barkley on and channel drop-offs; four
pinnows, and Sunday they gates open below dam, water
muddy, murky, falling six feet
"returned to get 67 more.

Some of the better "drive
In" Canadian lakes include
Lake of the Woods, Lake Klivert, Dryberry Lake, Little
Vermillion Lake, Sioux Lookout, and Cliff Lake
ErAS When fishing in the north
NEI . YORK (UPII—
country, hire a guide.'He not Outboard
Marine
only knows where the fish are,
Corporation's maw rotary
cbmbustion-," or - Wankel'
Watch Virgil Ward's onehour TV special, "You ,..outboard engine made its Mini
racing start recently - is the
Should've Seen The One
'By VIRGIL WARD
Nine-Hour Enduro at Parker,
That Got Away," Saturday, April 28 on CBS-TV
Ariz.
LAKE TROUT ARE
at 4:00 E.S.T. Check local
The debut was impressive,
BORN FIGHTERS
even though neither of the two
Lake trout are born fighters.
He bores deep and very nearly but he also handles the boat. OMC entries—one powered by
burns up your reel with his All you do is relax and have a an E.innate RC and the Other
by a Johnson RC—wrat'able to
first two or three runs. Then good time fishing.
finish.
he settles down to a long,
• • •
They were among 43 of the
hard bout that tests your skill
Virgil,
Dear
eaar-ias—outboards,
and patience.
74
I've
a
got
"puzzler" that inboards and jets that fell
If you're fishing for big lake
I'm
hyping
you
help
can
me
trout in, say, a "fly-in" lake,
victim to those old bugaboos ot
use a heavy duty fresh water with. I carry a number of as- boat racing, mechanical failures
sorted hook patterns in my and hull troubles.
casting outfit.
tackle box and I've noticed
You'll want
In fact, OMC's big racing
that a number six of one pata six-foot rod
tern is not necessarily the rival, Mercury Outboard, son
that's fairly
same length as a number six the Parker, Denis and Duane
‘311‘
stiff and a reel
of another style. Did some- Berghauer of Elm Grove, Wis.,
that holds at
one put the wrong marking setting a new record- of -62 taps
least 400 feet
on the package or are hooks and 806 miles during the nine
of 15-pound
measured differently?
of
hours
consecutive
test monofilaRalph Diehl competition. Their Molinari
ment line.
Racine,
Wis.
As for lure,
tunnel hull was powered by a
Dear Ralph,
try an meta.*
Mercury Twister II. Average
large gold or
Unfortunately. there Is tap speed was about 90 miles
silver spoon.
no uniform system of per hour.
Now start Virgil Ward hook measurement Familiar-._,
The Johnson RC-powered
trolling.
ity with the various hook pat- boat completed one lap at 98.1
While most fisherman usu- terns is the only workable
before it dropped out and
mph
ally troll in a straight line, ' gauge for the serious fisherthe Evinrude entry did eight
you might try trolling a con- ' man. Attempts have been
tinuous "S" course. If fishingl made to set a standard by laps before it went into the pits
is slow, experiment with dif- measuring the hook in frac- for good, both because orerride
switches failed to function.
ferent speeds and depths. In tions of an inch. The system
The two boats roared away
most Canadian lakes big lake has never been successful betrout are taken in water from , cause it merely represents the far in front of the field from the
10 to 30 feet deep.
le Mans-type standing start
length of the shank. A hook
and at one point on the run up
If you want some fun, try'Is r eally two - dimensional
the-Colaudo River course the
fishing for trout with a jig. since the gap can vary greatAlso, try a jig when other ly from one pattern to the
Johnson craft was estimated
bait fails or when trolling next.
unofficially to be hitting close to
draws a blank.
Hooks though, are sized. A
135 mph.
The ideal outfit for iiifish- number 14, for example,
()MC officials dismissed the
ing is a six-foot spinning rod would be a small hook and
mechanical failures as minor
would
10
larger.
number
be
with medium action, a good
and concluded that the new
spin casting reel, such as a Then there are hooks that
power plants
"displayed
Johnson 710 loaded with six- are sized a number, a slash
tremendous acceleration, speed
pound test monofilament. and mark, and Ter°. These hooks
and potential power."
ounce Bass Buster jig. sire sized the opposite way. A
a
Trans driver lint "limbo"
Red and white are the best 1/0 would be smaller than a
McConnell of Wonder Lake,
4/0.
colors most of the time.
who piloted the Evinrude
Tie the line directly to the
Virgil Ward
craft over the 13 mile laps-6
jig. Don't use a snap, swivel.
1/2 miles up riverand then
or steel leader because they Virgil Ward, three -time
tend to spook the fish. Y.ou world and national freshwahack to the starting point—had
may lose a jig or twg, but ter fishing champion, is seen
nothing but praise for the new
you'll hook far more trout.
weekly on the "Champion- engine, the first rotary outboard
There are hundreds of good ship Fishing" TV series. Send
motor manufactured in the
"fly in" lakes in Canada for your questions to Virgil Ward,
nited States.
lake trout. Among the best are P.O. Box 6, Mankato, Minn.
I thoroughly lo.e the
Great Bear. Great Slave and 56001.
engine," McConnell said. "You
Atha basca.
can cruise at 100 mph v

Bulls
Playof

11-o: a ti n g

.Gu
FISHING

easily. You can come out of a
turn faster than you went into it
and, on a straightaway, you,
don't hang-ihe boat up in the air
as you might with •
conventional engine."
OMC got some solace in the
Parker by the fact that boats
powered by its conventional
Evinrudes and Johnsons captured 2nd, 3rd, 4th,6th and
8th places among the rust 10
finishers.
The Parker was the first of a
number of competitive events
here and abroad in which
OMC's new rotary outboards
will take part this year. The
next will be at Galveston, Tex.,
April IS. _
OMC said the new RCs are
not to be considered immediate
the
for
replacements .
conventional Evinrude and
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All Kipp and Kennie Allen, right admire Ken Dean's morning catch of catfish.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

John Gordon Taylor,son of Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor of Murray, displays a nice eating-size catfish
taken last Saturday in the rain.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
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FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

over pool, 54 degrees.
Barkley — Crappie fair to I
good on minnows along channel
bank drop-offs and in inlets and
bays; black bass on mediumdeep runners along brushy
shore line; whiteb.ass and
crappie fair on do-jigs; clear,
falling, six feet over summer
pool, 53 degrees.
Nolin — Crappie good on
minnows over submerged cover; black bass on deep runners
around stickups; murky, stable,
at pool. 54 degrees.

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.
-PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
lt

selection of guns

Motors

Fenton 8 Hodge

Dealer

5th
753-4469
Gevge Hodge, owner

205 So.

753-6448'

OUPLICATI

Remington-Federal
Winchester
Camping * Fishing * Arciwiry
Equipment
Equipment
Equ rnent

ELKINS
WARD
•••

AUTNONUSID DEALER elf CHRYSLER
AtialnetS CORMAJ111011

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Is Now Open!

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
Ti ANSPORTATION CENTER"
PSI0NE 711-1272

All Makes of Cups
F,'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
One of the Largest

fl

siploctioits of Sporting Goods in West Ky.

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
Johnson

for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
mem •No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
11141,1104ef_AND
.40/1 •4

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

504-8 SI
SI

Our New Gun Department

ttli & POI"LAR

located W Railroad Avenue

) We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Eqylpment for All Sports
—

WHILE-YOU -

Hunting IL Fishing
Licenses

T•ur Prelarription Carrfully & Accurately Filled

If you're a bunter, ask about our

'Motor Sales
American
806•Coldwater Road

Shells

rfilizer

FISHERMEN

(CO
A DIVISION

PRINTING

753-1933

Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies

Guns
Remington.Browning
Winchester

( all Any Time 1

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the Action Is

Cain & Treas

Check Big K For....

Green — Black bass fair in
lower lake casting and trolling
deep runners along rocky
points; crappie on minnows
over submerged cover; trout
fair on worms, cheese and corn
below dam; clear, rising, at
pool and 49 degrees.
Fishtrap — crappie fair on
minnows around stickups; trout
fair on worms, cheese and corn
below dam; murky near dam,
headwaters clear and stable,
three feet below summer pool,
51 degrees.

HUTSON

Phone 753-2571

Jeep Puts
- You Therel-___

PAGE FIVE

Sales
Service-Parts

,Dura Craft §Quachita §Alumicraft
§Sturdy Duo-Craft
Complete Boating Supplies

753-3734

Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.

DA
Corn
Wate
• NO EXP
TO LAWN
• PERMAN

As Tenne
water pro

24 HO

Call 31
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.Bulls Defeat Lakers In_ NBA
Playoffs, Final Game Sunday
By FRED ROTHF.NBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
In the Los Angeles-Chicago
basketball series, home is
where the victory is - in all
six games, the win has gone to
the team hugging its own hardwood.
Friday night in Chicago it
was the Bulls turn to be lousy
hosts. They defeated the !Akers
101-93, forcing the seventh
game in Los Angeles Sunday
night.
In the other NBA action, Boston stopped Atlanta 121-103
wrapping up that series 4-2
while Golden State also eliminated Milwaukee in six games.
winning the finale 100-86.
Before a season-high 18,096
fans, Bulls' guards Norm VanI ier and Jerry Sloan combined
for 53 points to pick up the
slack after Chet Walker was
slowed by...a knee injury and
Bob Love could produce only
five points.
Sloan was shifted to forward
after Walker's injury and responded with a game-high 27
points Walker returned to the
game late in the third period
and finished with 16.
In Atlanta, the Celtics polished off the Hawks with a 25-2
burst in the final quarter.
Jo .lo White paced the Celtic
,attack with 33 points .while
Dave Cowens contributed 27
and John Havlicek had 24.
Lou Hudson accounted for 35
ol Atlanta's points, 29 in the
first half.
Boston now meets New York
in a rematch of last year's
semifinal series which the
Knicks won. Opening game is
Sunday afternoon in Boston.
The Golden State Warriors
advanced into the semifinals by•
shocking favored Milwaukee 42

Jim Barnett scored 26 points
to pace the Warriors, who were
able to defeat the Bucks only
once in six tries during the
regular season.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar had 27
points for the Bucks

NEW YORK (AP)- The National Basketball Association
has postponed its 1973 collegiate
draft until Thursday, so the
league's board of governors can
determine who will get pick No.
4 in the first round.
The postponement of the
draft origionally scheduled for
Monday was announced late
Friday by NBA Commissioner
Walter Kennedy following a
federal court ruling voiding
Kennedy's .award of Seattle's
first-round selection to Philadelphia in compensation for
John Brisker.
Kennedy has called a special
meeting of the board of governors for Wednesday to take final action on the PhiladelphiaSeattle draft dispute..
Brisker was picked by the
Philadelphia 76ers in the 1969
supplemental college draft, but
he was signed by Pittsburgh of
the American Basketball Association.
When the Pittsburgh franchise folded after the 1971-72
season, Brisker was selected by
Dallas in the ABA dispersal
draft, but he signed an NBA
contract with the Seattle SuperSonics.
Because Philadelphia appar-

You start offat $307a month...
earn more than $340a month in four months.
The new Navy wants the kind of
men it pays off to train. So now
the Navy pays off with more money. If you think you've got what it
takes to make it in today's Navy,
See Daryle Root at Bel Air Center, So. 12th,
Murray, or call him at 753-6439.

And out how you can make
the Navy pay off for you.

Fast Print Copy Center
VALENTINE PRINTING)

A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

WHILE-YOU -WAIT

Philadelphia, Montreal Open
Best Of Seven Series Tonight
Phillies Beat Mets 7-1;
St Louis Over Chicago

was Detroit 4, Cleveland 3;
By KEN RAPPOPORT
ansas City 12, Chicago 5; MinAssociated Press Sports Writer
Only last year, Larry Chris- nesota 8, Oakland 4; Milwaukee
tenson was in high school. 2, lialtirnore 0 and Texas 4,
Today, he's giving pitching les- California 2.
Ted
sons in the big leagues.
Sizemore's double
"es easier up here,"- -an- snapped-a -2-2 tie 'le the seventh
nounced the 19-year-old right- inning and triggered St. Louis
hander after he made his ma- to its victory over Chicago. The
jor league debut with a five-hit- Cards, who scored four runs in
ter as the Philadelphia Phillies the decisive inning, won their
first game of the season followently had exclusive negotiating beat the New York Meta_74
__— ing
five defeats.
rights to Brisker as a result of Friday night.
Not only was Christenson
Chicago's Milt Pappas and
the 1969 draft, the NBA governors voted to let Kennedy de- confident-he was just about St Louis' Rick Wise were
sensational He had a shutout locked in a tight pitching duel
termine the matter.
Kennedy, in a ruling last No- going but lost it with a two-eut, until the Cardinals settled matters with their explosive inning.
vember, gave Seattle's first- wild pitch in the ninth.
Not a bad start for a fellow
Pinch-hitter Jerry Morales
round selection in the 1973 college draft to Philadelphia, in who was pitching for Mary- capped a four-run rally with a
addition to fining the Super- sville high school in Washington two-run double in the last of the
ninth inning to lead San Diego
Sonics $10,000 but let Brisker last year
Christenson, the youngest past Houston. Morales' gameremain with Seattle.
In New York last Thursday pitcher in the National League, winning belt off reliever Fred
US. Dist. Court Judge John H. had plenty of support at bat Gladding made a loser out of
Tenney said Kennedy had and in the field--maybe that's Houston starter Don Wilson,
"uSurped" the authority of the why he thought it was easier who had carried a 4-1 lead and
board of governors and was pitching in the big time than a three-hitter into the ninth.
(;ary Matthews' run-scoring
"guilty of misconduct" because high school.
"They really did it," said the double capped a three-run rally
he did not hold a hearing or
consult with the board before 6-foot-4, blond "They gave me in the eighth inning that lifted
confidence because I had those San Francisco to a comeback
making the award.
The board could. not meet be- runs And they made some nice victory over Cincinnati. The
fore Wednesday under NBA double plays and some great Reds had taken a brief 4-2 lead
in the top of the inning on Tony
rules, so Kennedy postponed catches in the outfield."
In Friday's other National l'erez' two-run homer.
the draft until Thursday.
Hill Buckner hit his first
Philadelphia already has the League garnes, the St. Louis
No. 1 draft choice because it Cardinals beat the Chicago home run of the season and sinfinished with the worst record Cubs 6-3; the San Diego Padres gled twice to lead Los Angeles
in the Eastern Conference and beat the Houston Astros 5-4; over ktlanta. The victory ended
won a coin toss with Portland, the San Francisco Giants a four-game Dodger losing
which had the poorest won-loss stopped the Cincinnati Reds 5-4 streak.
record in the Western Confer- and the Los Angeles Dodgers Tommy .John, who has both
beat the Atlanta Braves 6-3. of the Los Angeles victories
ence.
If the governors uphold Ken- Bad weather postponed the this season, scattered 10 hits
nedy, the 76ers would get two game between Pittsburgh and and struck out six batters before Jim Brewer took over in
of the first four selections in Montreal.
In the American League, it the eighth.
the draft.

NBA Postpones Draft
Until Next Thursday

The Navy
PaYs
ofti
Now

(FORMERLY

The American Basketball Association returns to action
today as Kentucky, with a 1-0
lead, travels to Carolina for a
2:00 game Tonight, Utah goes
for its second victory as it
hosts Indiana in a 935 start.

1 TO 1,000 COPIES

PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING
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Too Many Thirteens Spell
Loss To Twins For Oakland
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Oakland A's should have
known it wasn't going to be
their day. After all, the Twins
were opening their 13th season
in Minnesota, it's Minnesota
Manager Frank Quilici's 13th
season in professional baseball,
Oakland pitcher Blue Moon
Odom wears uniform No. 13...
and it was Friday the 13th.'
The only trouble is that almost every day has been Friday the 13th for the world
champion A's in the young 1973
campaign and this one was no
exception as the Twins made it
four in a row over Oakland by
an 8-4 score.
The setback, their fifth in six
games, dropped the A's deeper
into the American league West
cellar, 31a games behind the
Kansas City Royals, who
trimmed the Chicago White Sox
12-5. Elsewhere, Milwaukee
blanked Baltimore 2-0 as Bill
Parsons and Jerry Bell combined to pitch a one-hitter, Detroit edged Cleveland 4-3 and
Texas defeated California 4-2,
The New York Yankees and
Boston were not scheduled.
National League scores:
Philadelphia 7, New York Mets
1: St. Louis 6, Chicago Cubs 3;
San Francisco 5, Cincinnati 4;
San Diego 5, Houston 4; Los
Angeles 6, Atlanta 3. Pittsburgh
and Montreal were postponed.
Minnesota,,kayoed Odom with
four runs in the first inning and
Larry Hisle and Bob Darwin
tagged Paul Lindblad for second-inning homers in the
Twins' rout of the A's.
The Twins repained one-half

BASEMENT
DAMP LEAKY?
Completely Scientific
Wateriiroofing System
• NO EXPENSIVE DIGGING • NO DAMAGE
TO LAWN • NO DAMAGE TO PLANTS
• PERMANENT RESULTS • REASONABLE

WRITTEN GUARANTEE
As Tennessee's never-miss Developer of this process, we stop your
water problem or it costs you nothing. your satisfactiOn guaranteed.

24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE — SERVING ALL AREAS
For FREE Estimates or Write to:

Call 314-334-8487

Southern Basement Waterproofing Co.

1229 Marilyn. Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701

SATURDAY-APRIL 14, 1r73

game behind Kansas City in the
Al. West when the Royals unloaded 17 hits, including a
home run by Amos Otis, in
drubbing the White Sox.
Lou Piniella drove in three
runs for KC while Ed Kirkpatrick and Steve Hovtey each
knocked in a-pair. With Chicago leading 3-2, Otis led off
the third inning with a home
run and Hovley put the Royals
ahead to stay with a two-run
single

MONTREAL (AP) - This
time last year, lie Philadelphia
Flyers were on the outside
looking in at the Stanley Cup
playoffs.
But tonight, the National
Hockey League Flyers open
their best-of-seven semifinal
series against the Montreal Canadiens.
The Flyers have played the
Canadiens even this season,
winning two, losing two _awd
tying one. Each team scored 24
goals in the five games played.
The Flyers advanced to the
semifinals by beating the Min

Blancas Holds Lead In
Monsanto. Beard.2 Back
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Goa! Writer
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) Hornero Blancas had the lead,
but Frank Beard had a piece of
-Anew lease going into today's
third-reund of the $150,000 Monsanto Open,
The lease it pn Beard's golfing life; the Old one is just
about expired under the weight
of his worst season in more
than a decade.
"That's better," the veteran
Beard breathed with obvious
relief after storming into second place with a five-under-par
66 in Friday's second round.
The 33-year-old Beard, now in
his 12th season on the pro tour,
detailed one of the problems in
his vintage year of trouble:
"I've played better than I
thought I was capable for the
last six months. But I've putted
very badly. I'd three-putt for
bogeys, miss putts for par-just
putted very badly."
Beard, long noted as one of
the outstanding putters on the
tour, got that portion of his
game back under control Friday as he one-putted 10 times
and posted re 36-hole total of
138.

Milwaukee's Parsons, who
had worked only two inningi
since March 9 because of a
sore shoulder, held Baltimore
hitless for 6 2-3 innings before
Paul Blair lined a single to
right He gave way to Bell
after issuing his sixth walk to
the leadoff batter in the eighth.
Meanwhile,the Brewers managed only three hits off Mike
Cuellar but two of them were
home runs by Pedro Garcia in
the third inning and 011ie'
Brown in the fifth.

Joe Dean ToSpeak At
Banquet
Joe Dean, former basketball
star at Louisiana State and now
color man for the Southeastern
Conference's game of the week
telecasts, will speak at the
Murray State University AllSports banquet, April 25.
A native of New _Albany, Ind.,
Dean was selected to the AllSoutheast Conference team three
years. He's a member of ISC's
Athletic Hall of Fame. He played
four years with the Phillips 66
Oilers and on the United States
Olympic team.
Two new members to the
Murray State Athletic Hall of
Fame, Houston Hound
Arid Dr. Lynn Bridwell, will in
inducted at the all -sports
banquet. Elder played football at
Murray from 1933-35 and Dr.
Bridwell played baseball fr(in
The all-sports banquet will
honor all members of varsity
teams, men and women, of this
school year. Awards to outstanding athletes will also be
presented at the banquet
The banquet will be in the MSU
Student Union at 5:30 pin

half-way point of the $154,000
Colgate-Dinah Shore Winners
Circle.
The all-round athlete who
won 11 letters in high school in
Detroit carded five birdiesfour on the front nine-and a
bogey on the wind-swept 6,339yard Mission Hills Country
Club Course. Miss Burfeindt
added a 73 to her first-round 69
for a two-under-par 142.
Tied for third going into
today's third round were Carol
Mann and Marlene Hagge, each
with 72-71-- 143.
At 144 are Sandra Haynie. .lo
Carper
Ann
and
Kathy
Whitworth One over par for
the 3§ holes are Mickey Wright
and Shirley Englehorn.
Murle Breer, the first-round
leader with a 68, rocketed to a
79 with seven bogeys, a double
bogey and two birdies and
wound up in a five-way tie for
11th at 147
Others at 147 were defending
champion .lane Blalock, 1972
U.S. Open titlist Susie Maxwell
iterning. Gloria Ehret and Debbie Austin
Miss Kaimierski, who joined
the Ladies Professional Golf
Association as a pro in 1968 at
the age of 23, has finished no
better than seventh in her career. But her fortunes rose this
year and she took the $10,000
second /Naze in the Sears Classic last month.
The $1,000 check she received
Friday for the day's low score
was the second such sum she
hat eollected sinee the week of
galas and golf began here Sunday. She won Tuesday's celebrity pro-amotith a best ball
score of 55.
"I think the change started in
November when I went to
South Africa on a promotion
tour," said Joyce

That was two back of the
swarthy, easy-going Blancas.
Happy Homer improved his
first-round lead to two strokes
with a 69-despite a shaky finish-for 136, six under par for
two trips over the 6,679-yard
Pensacola Country Club course,

nipeg tiles to wrap up its series
at home against the Minnesota
Fighting Saints.
In the NHL's other semifinal
series, the New York Rangers
face the Black Hawks in Chicago Sunday afternoon in a nationally televised game. The
Rangers, who eliminated the
Black Hawks in last year's
semis with four straight victories, beat Chicago 4-1 in their
first game Thursday night.
The Whalers turned the Garden into a shooting gallery in
winning the first two games of
the best-of-seven set. However,
the Nationals, making their debut in Toronto's Maple Leaf
Gardens, took the third game.
It raised the Nationals' hopes,
but New England came out
roaring and romped to a 7-3.triumph in the fourth game
Thursday night.
In the WHA playoff game
Friday night, right winger Murray Hall scored an unassisted
goal with three mintes, 38 seconds gone in sudden-death overtime to lift Houston past Los
Angeles.

ALL

:10 OFF
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ALL SPRING
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•
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to/
1
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Sportswear
Mademoiselle
Shop
111

Joyce Kazmierski Takes
2-Stroke Lead in Shore
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. API
- •Joyce Kazrnierski says astrology and a trip to South Africa account for her good fortunes on the women's professional golf circuit
Whatever the source, Friday
she shot a four-under-par 68 for
a 140 and a two-stroke lead
over Betty Burfeindt at the

nesota North Stars in six
games while Montreal also
knocked off Buffalo in six
games.
The World Hockey Association had center stage Friday
night.
In the only game,the Houston
Aeros whipped the Lim Angeles
Sharks 3-2 in overtime to tie
their best-of-7 Western Division
series at two games apiece.
Today in the WHA, Ottawa
heads for New England trying
to avoid elimination. The Whalers hold a 3-1 lead in their
quarter-finals. On Sunday, Win-

S. 4th

MURRAY, KY.

Ph. 753-3882

JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs. * 7 a.m.-9 p.m. hi. & Sat

— Open Sunda Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
.Godchaux

Sugar'
Carrots

5-1b. Bag

1-lb. Bag

32 Ounce

Cokes

Plus Bottles or Deposit

1

•

,••••••,

59

o
'1
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itan-ausINESS

BAROMETER
4.
CHAMLIER OF COMMERCE
COMPILED Al4D PYDLI5FXD BY THE MURRAY

BANK ASSETS,
SAVINGS & LOAN
*'
$23,175,819.53
29,482,580.81
36,546,960.05
42,344,731.39
47,857,907.88
56,505,078.79
63,104,906,68
67,166,250.43

DEC.

1960
1962
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
IVO
1971
1972

1'150
1962
19C4
1966

SATURDAY-APRIL 14, 1972

THE LEDGER 111 TUNES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

74,61-w -924.-n
88,988,396.66
93,716,675.34

.•

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

DEC.
1960
1962
1966
1967
1968
1969
19704
1971
1972

DEC.
1960
1962
1964
1966
1967
1968
19_59
1370
1-97-1

BABIES BORN
AT HOSPITAL
581
538
515
429
425
468
467
469
493
474

420,317,600
491,762,900
527,756,700

$120,341.68
150,024,00
227,820. 06

130
93
154
175

r23

320,132.98
296,040.14
356,899.65
387,558.42
44.6-,1442 0
485,696.08
507,978.00

179
165
93

88

138
119

RAILROAD
CARS
IN 4492-OUT
IN 15a5-OUT
1487-DUT
ININ 1288-OUT
IN 1491-OUT
IN 1441-OUT
IN 1404-OUT
IN 135.5-OUT
Ifl 125'4-OUT
IN .1122-OUT

VEHICLE
REGISTRATION
9739
10875
12206
13705
14132
14378
15518
15-089
17048
19253

Your Individual Ho

Your Individual Horoscope
Francas Drak

l/AT ER
IIETER
USE RS

FOR MONDAY APRIL IS, 1173

FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 1.5, 1973

1020
1296
1454
1468
1359
2251
2914_
2413
2597
2575

2817
3018
32 91

3653
571,417,500
620,867,000 3731
635,591,00.0 3930
732,521,900 - 4043
.2_65y-812,300- -411-3
769,118,600 4296
739,697,200 4389

ELECTRIC
CUSTOMERS
3545
•
3613
4194
•
4363
45-62
4824
4849
5006
5132
5206

WEST KENTUCKY
'RURAL ELECTRIC
4512
4764
5358
5592
5615 - 5733
6014
6441
6559
6886

PROPANE
NATURAL
NATURAL GAS
GAS
USAGE (CU.FT.) GAS USERS
1188
1060
294,617,000
141.0
1324
405,449,000
1278
1490' -1147,25'2,000
1347
1816
558,628,000
1310
1920
584,349,000
1273
2013
675,888,000
12 09
2282
729,396,000
1190
2289
759,594,000
2724
1131
775,62,000
1215
2768
791,898,000
FISH 6 WILDLIFE
RECEIPTS
$30,250.00
25,842.85
30,807.00
37,532.00
58,625,00
59,436.00
57,637.00
57,370.00
,59,291.00
71,90-8.50

TELEPHONE
STAT. IONS
51.43
6915
8295
10124
11228
11478
12354'
12901
t3-114i
13917

BASE INCOME

PARKING METER
REVENUE
$24,064.15
25,720.42
24,031. 94
24,t-22. 74
25,193.39
21,069. 6u
23,409.91
21,520.23
19,932.51
/9,010.04

your birthday comes and find after careful and deliberate
imAvoid
what your outlook is, according forethought.
pulsiveness in speech, too.
to the stars.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
IMar. 21 to Apr. 20)
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good word from the right
As with Cancer_look for some
source may enable you to attain changing situations. Be alert,
the recognition you believe you ready to take quick action, and
deserve now. Be sure you DO be guided by procedures which
deserve it.
have proved successful in the
TAURUS
past.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
CAPRICORN
Restrain and contain feelings (Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) 14/0
and opinions in a judicious
Study results of previous
manner. Do not be reluctant to actions. If everything did not
knuckle down if unexpected turn out as planned, profit by
tasks come your way. Avoid experience. Improve where you
excesses of any kind.
can.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 22 to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
for
day
Here is a top-flight
A highly flexible attitude will
you and all yotw activities. Let be needed to deal with the
your intuition and experience various types of persons you
guide you in preparing for busy meet now. But listen quietly to
days ahead.
all, analyze-and make up your
CANCER
OWN mind.
(June 22 to July 23) et) PISCES
While some changes are (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
taking place, the overall atNeptune influences are not
mosphere is governed by too helpful, but don't let this
beneficent stars. Begin helpful deter you from trying for A-1
discussions, and stick with any achievement No good effort is
trying matters that may still ever lost.
need care.
YOU BORN TODAY, inLEO
tensely active and energetic,
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Do not anticipate difficulties, are a born progressive, with a
but be prepared to forestall versatility which fits you for
them. Generous solar in- success in many fields, notably:
fluences encourage your finest art, literature, the law, business
management, invention and the
efforts.
theater. You tend to be
VIRGO
ROL emotional, overly aggressive at
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) '
Here's a place for some times, and stubborn, too. But
retrenching, digging in to once you learn to curb these
reappraise conditions. Be traits and gain complete
ready, nevertheless, to move mastery over self, you can
ahead when situations so reach any height to which you
aspire. Birthdate of: Leonardo
demand. Avoid tension.
da Vinci, famed Italian artist;
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl Henry James, Amer. author;
A day which calls for careful Elizabeth Montgomery, TV
discrimination. Don't waste star.
time on nonessentials while you
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
neglect more vital matters. You FOR 1913 For • personal 110-page
on health. wealth. love and
forecast
may get some good ideas from
marriage, send SI CO plus 25 cents In
coin for postage and handling to
others now
tforeacop• 1100k Ptipartment, boa In,
SCORPIO
CHO CliOksell StetKIO, 141tse York, N
50015, rnent5ontrig this
to
i Oct. 24
Nov. 72m
Pr.nt your NAME. ADORES *1515
ZIP. and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sore
A good day for making imyou pet In. roeht forecast to. yOUr
portant decisions, but weigh
Z00,0( SKI.)

340'

n4fr

X

flG'z'

rvt,

PROJECTION

MURRAY
1964
$27,886,000
_4A,484,000
_-_---:-ak#290,000
-44)412,000
1965
26,788,000
43,897,000*
-1967
-196(4 ---- 29,146,000
47,544,000
30,938,000
50,286,000
1969
32,760,000
1970
53,054,000
74,710,000
36,550,000
1971
43,385,000
86,738,000
1972
46,821,000-92,715,000 PROJECTICN 1973

RETAIL SALES ANALYSIS
1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
, 1970
_1_971
1972
PROJECTION
1973

$23,926,000
31,427,000
35,33'4, 000
'47,058,000
5-0, 965,000
51,461,-000
329
57 108,000
60,888,000

1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
PROJECTION 1973
MURRAY

$20,950,000
28,252, 000
32,723, C3C,
40,666,000
'*4,042 , 000
48,048,06:
48,537,0.
49,337,000
51,712,000

WHO SOLD THE MERCHANDISE?
1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

24 LUMBER & HOWE.
$2,772,000
2,826,000
3,993,000
4,324,000
4 367,000
5,694,000
6,141,000
6,547,000

1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

41 AUTO DEALERS
$7,144,000
7,284, 000
13,571,000
14,698,000
14,840,000
15,435,-000
16,648,000
17, 749,000

33 GASOLINE DLRS.
$1,946,000
1, 984,000
3,885,000
4,208,000
4,249,000
4,203,000
4,533,000
4,833,000

•
1964
1965
1967
1_9_68
1969
1970
1971
1972

18 FURNITURE
$1,117,000
1,139,000
2,069,000
- 2;241,000
2,163,000
3,229,000
3,483,00.0
3,713,000

29 EAT & DRINK
$1,282,000

4

9 GENERAL MDSE.
$1,128,000
1,150,000
2,659,000
2,880,000
2,908,000
2,623,000
2,829,000
3,016,000

2;584,000
2;689;000
2,302,000
2,483,000
2,648,000

t*-11

Oar 21 to Feb. 19)
Nut a spectacular day, but

friendly for educational and
GEMINI
11" individual advancement; also
(May 22 to June 21)_,........
You can achieve much if you for experimenting, straightgo about things in the right ening out complications and
way-and with optimism. There making long-range plans.
may be a hitch occasionally but, PISCES
)(
generally, you can steer things (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
distinctive,
more
a
for
Search
in the way you wish.
more helpful way to push your
CANCER
0 interests. They can be handled
(June 72 to July 23) 0
Lunar aspects auspicious. Put with greater ease if you depend
your mind and keen powers of on your own judgment
observation to work, but DON'T
YOU BORN TODAY are an
make impulsive decisions. A
good day for accomplishment. extremely outgoing person,
energetic and full of enthusiasm
LEO
for life in all its infinite variety
(July 24 to Aug7-23)
Not all you look at will be as You are endowed with a
you see it. Ask someone else brilliant imagination and would
what he thinks of matters and make an excellent inventor.
you will view a whole new You are idealistic, ambitious
and have the intuition to strike
picture. Invite cooperation.
upon new methods for adVIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP% vancing your status, no matter
Recall an old tack or how lowly your beginnings. You
maneuver that could inspire, have a great love of beady and
invigorate this day. Not would make a great success in
everything new is THE thing. the fields of music or the
Planetary influences generous. theater. Try to curb tendencies
toward arrogance and exLIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ain cessive pride. Birthdate of
Ease lip on striving, ex- Wilbur Wright, airplane inpansion, spending, if you have" ventor; Charles Chaplin, film
been in high gear. But, other- star.
•
4
•
wise, an extra spurt here, a wise
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1473 For • persons' IR) Pelts
penny spent there, can be timeforecast on neaith, wealth. Rowe and
and money-savers. merriest*, send SI OD plus TS cents 10

4124.4

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Try to put over your ideas but
not too hard, or you may lose
the attention of others by.

cost kw postage and heindlIng so
Horoscope Book Delkartokelftfi iket six
Old Chelsds Slistion, New York. Sb `I
mentioning this newspaper
10015
Print sour NAME. ADDRESS svitn
Tilt,and DATC OF BIRTH ltobesur•
Kau get5514 r5cont forecast 10, your
ledge( yen)

1973

YEAR
1870
18-90
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1962
1963
1964
1955
1956
19671558
."70
1(
I '.:72
.1973

MURRAY
POPULAT I 014
174
5_19
1,822
2,089
2,415
2,891
3,773
6,035
9,303
9,809
10,206
10,774
11,102
11,665
12,300
12,904
13,484
13,857
14,659
15,324

--XENTUCKY
CALLOWAY COUNTY
_
% INCREASE r7C1
4TA7E
:POPULAT I ON
11,7

%INCREASE

••• 11•1.

--

17,633
19,887
20,3026
17,662
19,041
20,147
20,972
21,697
21,888
23,035
24,582
26,088
26075
_264804
,2-06
2727,692
29,464
30,350

12.8
13.5
16.9
23.4
37.5
54.2

44.9

PERCENT OF NONWHITE POPULATION IN COUNTY:
PERCENT OF NONWHITE POPULATION IN MURRAY:
52 FOOD STORES
$ 4,750,000
4,843,000
11,395,000
12,342,000
12,462,000
12,974,000
13,836,000
14,620,000

9

1,307,000
?4311_64,1011)

et#

Totzt

POPULATION GROU.TH IN MURRAY, CALLOAY, KENTUCKY

INCOME PER HOUSEHOLD: KENTUCKY $11,673; MURRAY 9,888; CALLOWAY CO. 9,292
PER CAPITA INCOME: CALLOWAY COUNTY $2,797

CALLOWAY COUNTY

what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Demonstrate your talents in
the areas where they will do the
most good, and don't become
unnerved or distracted by
stubborn opposition. Originality
and diligence will net big advantages.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
To understand those with
whom you are involved, as well
as the needs of all, will be half
your battle won. Meetings and
discussions should be conducted
with this in mind.

POPULAT 10(4 ,GROWTH

INDIVIDUAL INCOME
1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

seeming to dictate. Let your
willingness to cooperate
dominate.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Enthusiasm, as well as
competence, must be properly
channeled to be effective. Do
not go to extremes on this
generally stimulating day.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Control emotions, a desire for
luxuries. Don't shift from one
plan or activity to another
without reason. Don't make
promises you can't keep and
don't aim for the unreasona
AQUARIUS

Look in the section in which

RETAIL SALES AUD INCOME

CALLOWAY COUNTY

OSCOPe

Francas Drak

Look in the section in which them-well! Move forward only, your birthday comes and find

ELECTRIC POWER USAGE
IN KILOWATT HOURS
68,615,806
84,061,687
111,350,387
120,074,000
126,928,248
142,578,351
156,566,790
170,169, 980
177,052,000
181,271,200

SEWER
CONNECT IONS
2250
2449
3073
3410
3516
3677
3758
3802
3900
3987

GALLONS
WATER SOLD

POSTAL
RECEIPTS

BUILDING
PERMITS

•

18 APPAREL STORES
$$1,397,C":
1,424,000
2,220,000
2,1+04,000
2,427,000
82,000
2,569, 000
2, 739,000

S 98,000

947;0 OD
1,026,000
1,036,000
975,000
1,052, 000
1,121,000

11.2
6.5
-17.7
7.2
5.5
'4.0
3.4
9.0
5.0
7.0
10.6

6.6
5.5
8.2
8.8
3.5
3.2
3.2

29.7

6.3

2.6
5. 1

STUDENT
TEACHER
RAT I 0
20 - 1
23 - 1
19 - 1
19 - 1
16 - 1
16 - 1

GRADES
CALLOWAY CO. HIGH (TOTALS) y - 12
CALLOWAY CO. ELEM.(TOTALS) 1 - 8
MURRAY ELEM.(IND.)(TOTALS) 1 - 4
MURRAY MIDDLE (IND.)(TOTALS)5- 8
MURRAY HIGH (IND.)(TOTALS) 9 - 12
MURRAY UNIV. ELEM.(STATE) K - 6
TOTAL ELEM. & HIGH SCHOOL

4642

231

20 - 1

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY (FALL 1972)

7257

412

17 - 1

NO. OF
TEACHERS
39
79
28
36
36

g:txxgxxxxgN
LOCAL TAX ASSESSMENT 1972

$.54,187,367
20,007,502
4,652,341

TOTAL ASSESSMENT

CALLOWAY COUNTY
REAL ESTATE
TANGIBLE
PUBLIC SERVICE

6181,4412/ 145
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8 DRUG STOP -.s
$ 576,000
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$130,602,094
37,745,2.33
13,054,618
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PRICE
)
910
41/ro

Prkes Good Sat.-Sun.-Mon., April 1415-16
ALL ITEMS
AVAILABLE NASHVILLE
STORES,

DANI,Th
COOKED HAM

BONELESS
FULLY
COOKED.
CANNED

GOOD
CLEAN

SMUCKERS
2 lb. JAR
GRAPE JELLY
or 18 oz.
STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES

m pare
1Y2 lb.
P' 2.69
size. For
rummer
picnics,
get
this delicious
ham! '

DANGEROUS
FUN

YOUR CHOICE
Compare
at 79C

11

p

o
Mary and Larry Brigham, top, of
the Miami Group of the Ohio
Chapter of the Sierra Club, guide
their canoe through relatively calm
waters near Red River Gorge while
Ray McLain, center, battles his
kayak across stiffer currents. At
right, jutting from the water like a
warning buoy, is a canoe found
swamped and broken upriver in the
gorge.

7X9 FOOT
VOI LAWNMASTER STORAGE SHED

Compare
MOST ITEMS
AVAILABLE
ALL STORES,

Modern !iving means
tra storage...this shed •
meets your needs! Steel
panel construction, jamat 129.97 proof doors, baked-on
weather-proof finish.
Model LM011

Adds endless variety to
outdoor meals! Adjustable. heights for cooking,
hooded spit for r9asts,
chickens, hams!,7.

2 Days Only!

Sierra Club Members Face Snow
Storm In Canoes And Kayaks
RED RIVER GORGE, Ky.—
A Saturday morning at 7:30.
The temperature: below
freezing. Snow and sleet were
being blown by a howling wind.
A great day to stay in bed till

group headed back to Ohio. By velocity and direction of water
Sunday morning only about 25 currents, the effects of various
were left.
obstructions in the stream, and
Canoeing, at lea..4t the way the reactions of the canoe to
these people go at it, requires a various situations.
tremendous amount of skill and
The canoeists, one in front
endurance, not to mention a fair and oiteln back, tore a.Vvell
But on this recent Saturday, amount of physical strength. balanced, smoothly operating
75 handy souls from the Miami
Beyond that, it requires exp- team that alternately powers
group of the Ohio chapter of ert judgement about the and finesses the canoe around
the Sierra Club gathered at
rocks and across stiff currents.
Koomer Ridge Campground in
The two play with the various
the Daniel Boone National
forces ripping at the small, light
Forest with the intention of
craft from all directions.
paddling down a section of the
As in any other specialization,
wild and scenic Red River.
canoeing has its own jargon.
After
observing
the
One of the oarsmen shouts
treacherous weather con"right forward ferry" and the
ditions, about 20 per cent of the
canoe cuts diggonally,across
group soon changed their minds
the rapids, using the downand went home, said Ray
stream current to push it back
McLain of Cincinnati, leader of
Murray State _University for upstream.
the group. Another 20 per cent
the third consecutive. year will
left when they reached the
Next they spot a rock and
be the site of a "Heart of Dixie
launch site and saw the cold
Halftime" summer camp for nudge the canoe into the "hole"
river running swollen and
drum majors, majorettes, flag formed in the water by the
rapid.
corps, rifle teams, dance corps, currents rushing around the
The remaining 55 adventurers
drill teams and pom-pon groups rock. They hang there efbegan putting their canoes and
fortlessly, balancing the
June 24-28.
kayaks in the water. Two
Directed by Shirley Ross downward force of gravity with
kayaks immediately tipped
DeVenney and Jack DeVenney, the forward force of the current.
over, and another floated 100
the camp is one of 16 planned in This is known as "surfing."
yards downstream in the swift
eight states during the summer.
Meanwhile, one of the
current before its rider gained
Besides Kentucky, camps will kayakers performs an "eskimo
control.
be held in Alabama, Arkansas, roll" by flipping the kayak over
"There was a lot of relucMississippi, North Carolina, in the icy water, rotating the
tance, but we finally got going,"
South Carolina, Georgia and boat underneath the surface
McLain said.
Tennessee.
and coming up on the other side.
By 9:30, all the canoes and
Classes will be conducted on
One member of the group
kayaks were in the water. For
the beginning, intermediate and commented, "We spend threethe next five hours, they fought
advanced levels of instruction quarters of our time preparing
the wind,snow,and waves on an
for all ages.
and practicing, but we have fun
8-mile stretch of the Red River
Both directors have an im- and stay safe."
between Sky Bridge and Nada
pressive list of credentials. Mrs.
Tunnel Bridge, an area norThe Sierra Club practices and
DeVenney is a former featured
moderately
difficult
mally only
twirler with the Ole Miss Rebel teaches "defensive canoeing."
to travel.
McLain explained the apBand and a former Mrs.
With the high winds and swift Majorette of America. She is proach: "Rather than go as fast
water, things were a little currently Dance-Twirl Teacher as possible—faster than the
rougher than usual. "There was of
the Year and Corps Director current—we go slower than the
plenty of opportunity for of the Year.
current by backwatering. This
learning,' McLain said.
DeVenney was the drum allows us to have more time to
Learning was what this trip major of the national champion, make decisions, to choose the
was all about. It was the first Girard, Ohio, V.F.W. Boys right angle from which to aptime the group had sponsored Band. He .is the author of proach a rock. It's especially
an "advanced wildwater canoe manuals for
Rifle and Silks good for beginners."
and kayak training" session. Spinning and all phases of
Why learn to canoe? Ray
Although the fr-fp was open to novelty twirling and drilling.
Cartier, another member of the
any of their members who was
Both the DeVenneys are group, called canoeing "great
fairly proficient in a canoe, the nationally known judges and
escapism. It's a different way of
was
trip
purpose of the canoe
both have produced state and getting out of day-to-day
basically "skill advancement" national champions in baton
routines. You make friendships
in a "training session for people twirling, strutting, novelty
with people you would never
the
instructors
in
who will be
twirling and corps. They were meet otherwise. It's also great
future," McLain said.
instructors on an internatioal exercise."
It also became sumeting of an staff in Torremolinos, Spain in
McLain emphasized the
while,
After
a
endurance test.
1972.
Opportunities canoeing presents
the canoeists had to turn their
Camp experiences at Murray for sightseeing. "It provides the
crafts around and back paddle State, in addition to inbest chance to view the beauty
in order to protect their faces structional, will include a talen
of the river. This river is almost
and hands from the wind and show and stunt night and a
indescribable. It's a teal
snow.
recreation program.
wilderness."
During the course of the trip,
The fee for the camp is $52,
Especially in the snow.
seven of the 14 kayaks tipped which includes housing in a
over. Kayaks, small, light- supervised, air-conditioned
originally dormitory, meals, instruction
weight
boats
,1
'
11 ST AD Afrfir
developed by the Eskimos, are and extra activities.
,e e ig il*imAN
„
completely closed on the deck
Further information about
I
vo
:a
4.,
enough
large
hole
except for a
the camp or applications may :
WANT wr:z %
to accommodate one person.
Heart
be obtained by writing to:
At the end of the day, the food of Dixie Halftime Camps, Box4 'll
crew, who had spent the entire. 125, Coosada, Ala., 36010, or
k
ali
day preparing lunch and dinner Roger BeichrAuth, Marching
4or the canoeists, served 12- Band Directcir, Murray State
ounce steaks to those who had University, Box 1070, Univer— wiS
braved the wind and water. sity Station, Murray, Ky., 42071.
ibos Fop ptrIe‘iAfter dinner about half the

Majorette
Camp To Be
HeId-AfMS

k „t
(LADS LI .
1, •
..
• AWORLD OF

REsuasi

le?

MAGICOLOR
NO-DRIP LATEX
PAINT
'
for

5

ASSORTED EASTER
BASKETS AND
NOVELTIES

MAGIC _OR BARN
AND FENCE:PAINT
OR REDWOOD STAIN
YOUR CHOICE!

•Ftfiert Baskets.
VU
•Truck Assortment.
Compare
•Pedro Pull cart. s
at 219
•Hugger Rabbit-Basket.
Assorted Baskets.

0 Compare
at 2 99

YOUR
CHOICE:
HERSHEY
EGGS,
KISSES OR MINIA•r
TURES!
Compare at 98t

SPRING PURSES
Large
selection
of
springtime styles to
compliment your Easter
.flnery! Straw, crinkle,
Compare
many others!
at 2.99

54
Compare
at 11.99

CLAIROL'

HAIR NET
LADIES
JAMAICA SETS
Choose from two summery styles: tricot
stripe suspender style
top with basic pull-on
jamaicas or 2 x 2 rib
cut out top with dot
jacquard
pul I-ons.
Sizes 10 to 18 in assorted colors.

EAD & SHOULDER'
SHAMPOO
YOUR CHOICE
11 oz. LOTION or
7 oz. CQNCENTPATE

144
Reg
1.97

Compare
at 5.99

Beautiful spring pant suits for
any occasion! Two styles in
50/50 polyester-cotton. Pucker
plaid short sleeve blazer with
1 -button front, white collar and
cuffs, back zip pants with 26”
leg or short jacket with 3button front, white collar and,
cuffs, pull-on pants with mock
cuff, 26" leg. Junior sizes 5
to 13 in lovely colors.

LADIES
BODY
SUITS
GIRLS STRAPPED
PATENT SHOE
Lovely 100% polyester body
Solis for your spring wear
.
:
Ruffled jabot, 8=button front,
short sleeve with cuff. Sizes
S,M,L in pia,' blue, white..

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Mirror bright patent
vinyl uppers. New hirise vamp with twin
Strap. Sizes 81
/
2 to 4 in
white.
Compare
.
at 1.99

44

Bel Air Shopping Confer
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
.— Acres of Free Parking —

a

Holds
three time
longer
than the
leading
hairspray

MENS & BOYS
MONK STRAP
SHOE
Grained vinyl uppers
with manmade sole.
Hidden gore for a sure
tot. Sizes 7 to 11 in
whitg and brown.

JR.
GRAND
FATHER
CLOCK

933

Compare
at 11.99

Hand finished
wood tone case
with' rich golden
pendulum.
-sae 216

BANKAkIERICARO

753-8777

753,-1916

Sell

It

0300 3M30 300
noon mon me
amnnmn GC MOM

With A Classified A
SE(V WEN OFFERED

SERVICE OFFERED

HELP WANTED

I.tAI.P4tYFWB

COMMONWEALTH OF
ORDINANCE NUMBER 578,
KENTUCKY
ORDINANCE
AN
BEING
Rrodstm
DEPARTMENT OF
FIXING THE SALARY OF THE
Nn of
TRANSPORTATION
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
MAYOR OF THE CITY OF
TFC
Insect
Paris,64266Il<
Phone
bids will be received by
CITY
Sealed
MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
Gess*
MO3 03
nI
WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
34 Region
OF the Bureau of Highways, at its
CITY
THE
OF
JUDGE
Reasonable rates. Phone 753- JERRY'S REFINIS NG di
IS fee* s
37AMMGIOM
For an excellent waitre
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AND office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
nest
TFC Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
6130.
MOOG
Symbol for
who has more tha
CITY PROSECUTOR OF THE 10:00 A.M. Eastern Standard
tellurium
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
30
waitress ability. 'This is a
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Time on the 26th day of April,
18 Young
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492boy
pa
with
job
salaried
AND REPEALING 1973, at which time bids will be
TUCKY:
M3M0
TFC
=7.
19 Writing
commensurate with ex
ALL ORDINANCES OR POR- publicly opened and read for the
tablet
33 carried
20 Music as
perience and ability.
TIONS OF ORDINANCES IN improvement of:
23 Bern
written
35 Foundations
Consumed
COUNTY, T
25
CALLOWAY
rior,
PAINTING—exta
CONFLICT HEREWITH.
officer
HOUSE
21 Army
26 p.ustur spots
38 Sheet of glass
.39aMenvorandurn '
' (abbr)
BE IT ORDANIED BY THE 300043),SP 18-4588; 12th Street in
or farm. Quality
interior—city
Classifiers
unfurnished
BEDROOM
28
TWO
22 Roman roads
41 Fondle
C& J
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE Murray. Widening of Turning
29 Nips
23 Barracuda
apartment, wall to wall car42 Greek Vetter -.- work, reasonable priced.
30 Makes amends 44 A state (abbr.)
24 Sowers
437CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Lanes at Chestnut Street (0.184
Phone
Contractors.
Painting
peting, good location. No lease
26 Leading
Complete Home
46 Latin
31 Con
May 4P
AS FOLLOWSr-1:0!sa mile) and at Sycamore Str_aet.—
TUC(Y.
4712.
players
tion
month.
per
nc
$1.20.00
required.
32 Tasks
Remodeimg
WIT:
(0.073 mile). A total distance
April
26C
753-4331.
Phone
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
28 Float in
1,
January
SECTION
I:Beg,inning
0.257 mile. Grade, Drain,-.
aW
FREE ESTIMATE
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
29 Conductor's
1974, the annual salary of the Bituminous Concrete Surface
,
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
you
day
"Every
stick
13th Street,
Mayor of the City of Murray Class I and Traffic Signals.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
31 Eliminate
delay lets bugs have their
shall be the sum of
error
Kentucky,
two
and shower and bath. One or
TFC
way."
Newspaper
Dollars Bid proposals for all projects will
Thousand
Apart- DENTAL ASSISTANT wanted. Five
bedrooms.
Zimmerman
paragraph
CARPET CLEANING — Profespayable in equal be available until 9:00 A.M.
35 Brimless
($5,000.00),
and
Give
qualifications
three
South
16th
ments,
753Street,
stop—but
won't
HEAT
SUMMER
cap
sional. Commercial or residential
or in such EASTERN STANDARD TIME on
36 Exclamation
MaY9C references. Write P.O. Box 32- monthly installments
your air conditioner will, if not at reasonable prices. Free 6609.
Common the day of the bid opening at the
the
as
manner
other
37 Measure of
F,Murray, Ky.
Al7C
serviced properly. Call Morris estimate. Will furnish references.
weight
Contract
of
Council of the City of Murray, Division
38 Trousers
Refrigeration Sales & Service, Phone Handyman,753-5827. May ONE BEDROOM furnished
at a cost of $2 each.
DELIVERY boy. Kentucky, may determine.
lots
39 Negative
Procurement
'WANTED
conditioned,
air
apartment,
May2C
753-7205.
4() Printer s
10C
of cabinets, two closets. Adjoins Apply in person to Yellow Sub- SECTION II: Beginning January Bid proposals are issued only to
measure
contractors.
A16C I, 1974, the annual salary of the prequalified
41 Adrienne
WILL DO painting, interior or FOR ALL your additions- MSU campus, next to White rmarine.
substance
of Murray; Remittance payable to the State
City
Free
the
of
hour.
or
Judge
job
the
City
By
exterior.
Couples
Street.
Payne
on
Hall
or
NATIONAL
residential
in
42 Opening
SALESMAN:
remodeling,
skin
estimates. Phone 4374534 or 527- commercial. New or old. Free only. No pets. Available now. company, largest in its field, due Kentucky, shall be the sum of Treasurer of Kentucky must
43 Calm
24C
April
9714.
A14C to promotions has immediate Four Thousand Four Hundred accompany request for proTFC Phone 753-3805.
45 Remained at
estimates. Call 753-6123.
payable in posals.
A781 Al4C
ease
opening. $12,000 first year Dollars ($4,400.00),
47 °cations
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
in
or
installments
monthly
equal
two.
TRAILERS,
HOUSE
potential. Group insurance,
or
48 Pigpens
also bank gravel, fill dirt and WILL DO house nothing,inside60
7 Located on Blood River Lake company paid retirement, such other manner as the
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, outside. Truman Edwards,
water front lots. Phone 436-2427 'company car furnished. A career Common Council of the City
- ORDINANCE NUMBER, 576,
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC Olive Street, phone 753-6587. Al4P after 7:00p.m.
A18C opportunity. Must be 21 years of of Murray, Kentucky, may
ORDINANCE
AN
BEING
determine.
age, married and settled. Call
FURTHER AMENDING ORBeginning
III:
SECTION
SHOP FOR rent. Call or see Orkin Exterminating, 442-8251 in
January 1, 1974, the annual DINANCE NUMBER 513, SO AS
AND RE TOLD LOU TO REfORT
Jones' Brothers, Hazel Highway, Paducah between 8:00 a.m. and
CERTAIN
CHANGE
of the City Prosecutor of TO
salary
100k TO LEACkE REAMJARTER'S
A17C
Al7C 5:00 p.m. for interview.
753-7150.
FEES.
LICENSE
PRIVILEGE
Kentucky,
Murray,
of
City
the
60IN6
15 THAT WHERE 1.4.1EXE
be the sum of Three ORDINANCE NUMBER 513,
shall
FOUR ROOM house, four miles
AN
ORDINANCE
Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00), BEING
south on 641, toilet and bath.
in equal monthly in- FIXING AND REGULATING
payable
garden
and
yard
Nice
stallments or in such other THE LICENSE TAXES, AND
privileges. Phone 492manner as the Common Council MANNER AND FORM OF
A17NC
8356.
of the City of Murray, Kentucky, GRANTING AND ISSUING
SAME ON THE VARIOUS
Experienced man or will
may determine.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
LINES OF BUSINESS, OCtrain for full time job. Must
Ordinance
IV:
SECTION
brick home near college, fenced
CUPATIONS, PROFESSIONS,
be neat and efficient. Good
as
repealed
492
hereby
is
Number
in back yard, $100.00 per month
DES, AND CALLINGS IN
working conditions and
of December 31. 1973.
on 6 months or year lease. Phone
insurance benefits. Write
FIRST THE CITY OF MURRAY.
ON
ADOPTED
Al6C
753-6417.
PROVIDING
resume,to : P.O. Box 32C;
READING ON THE 12 DAY OF KENTUCKY, AND
NONFOR
PENALTIES
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Murray, Ky. 42071.
APRIL, 1973.
AND
THEREOF,
PAYMENT
trailer, air conditioned, 1 mile
OF
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY
FOR VIOLATION THEREOF,
from Murray. Garbage pick up
MURRAY, KENTUCKY-:
AND MAIVNG IT UNLAWFUL
and water furnished. $85.00 per COUNTER WAITRESS Wanted. By Holmes-Ellis
„
month.:Phone.Cadiz 522Must be cOurteouS, neat and Mayor, CitY of Mlirray, TO ENGAGE' IN ANY SUCH
LINES OF BUSINESS OCAl6C clean.. Fast food service ex- Kentucky
6332.
CUPATIONS, PROFE-SSIONS,.
perience preferred, but not ATTEST:
TRADES, AND CALLINGS" necessary. Hours 11:00 a.m.-5:00 Stanford Andrus
WITHOUT FIRST PAYING THE
1TC
p.m. daily. Phone Burger Chef
Ky.
Clerk, City of Murray,
AND
TAX
LICENSE
Al9C
753-7199 after 9:00 a.m.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 577, PROCURING LICENSES AS
wArrEn BLACK or white lady BEING AN ORDINANCE'PROVIDED HEREIN.
Three Choice spots now
to stay with invalid lady, every FURTHER AMENDING OR- BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
Water,
available
513
NUMBER
other weekend, in country. Must DINANCE
THE OtD PAPERS SAID A
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
sewerage, garbage pickup,
PRIVILEGE
THE
CHANGING
-"MYSTERY MAO' CAPTURE@
Phone
own
transportation.
have
CITY OF MURRAY, KENAGO.
MY FATHER. 20 YEARS
furnished. Mobile Home
FOR
FEE
A17C LICENSE
753460II.
TUCKY:
, ARE YOU THAT MM.?
Village located - near
SHINE
"PRESSING AND—OR
SECTION I: The following
Bailey
University on
PARLOR" FROM $25.00 to language contained in Section XI
helper
MECHANIC'S
BODY
Road. Phone 753-3895 & 753$22.50.
of Ordinance Number 513, to-wit:
wanted. Apply at R di R Body
3482.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
Filling
Shop, behind Trenholm's. A20C COMMON COUNCIL OF THE "Auto Service and
Station, each pump used in
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- connection therewith—$22.50" is
FURNISHED APARTMEnt, one
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO— hereby deleted and the following
bedroom. Electric heat and air
WIT:
conditioning. Water, trash pick
language, to-wit: "Auto Service
up and cablevision furnished. No WANTTO BUY Long bed pick-up
and Filling Station, each comfollowing
The
1:
SECTION
753Phone
please.
or
753-8611
pets
camper top. Phone 437-4496 after
puter or hose used in connection
tocategory,
Al6C 4:30p.m.
9537.
Al4NC privilege license
therewith for dispensing fuel—
wit: "Pressing and—or Shine $15.00." is hereby substituted
hereby
WILL BUY or trade old guns, Parlor—$25.0O" is
shop,
up
clean
therefor.
DOOR
THREE
or new guns. Will buy amended so as to read when so
guns,
used
inIf
SECTION II: The following
available immediately.
A16C laying hens. Phone 753-6940.. May amended, "Pressing and-or language contained in Section XI
A CHURCH 16 NOT
terested phone 753-4763.
INSTEAD OF BRINGING
Shine Parlor—$22.50". Said
16C
FOUR 5ToNE WALL5-of Ordinance Number 513, to-wit:
YOU MEN TO THE CAuRcH
(
category shall become a part of
TO
60
To
bedroom
two
WANT
I
HOME,
TRN
Candy,
MOBILE
"Vending Machines,
TO
1 DeciDED
Section XI of Ordinance Number
V4ISIEE THE PEOPLE
etc.
BR)N6oNG THE
large yard. Electric heat, air
Sandwiches,
Peanuts,
left shoe. Contact 513.
ARE „BRINGING
Ci-liNcH TO YOU
conditioned, 12-x18' living room WANT TO BUY
( nickel and up, operated) not
10,
RoomOrdinance
Jones,
II:
SECTION
T1-4E 5AME
C.
Arthur
has extension. Water furnished.
prorated, rach—$7.50" is hereby
MES5A6E
Number 538 is hereby repealed. deleted and the following
A16C National Hotel after 5:00_
Phone 489-2513.
Al4P SECTION III: In all other
p.m.
language, to-wit: "Vending
respects, Ordinance Number 513
machines, Candy, Peanuts,
for
puppy
hereby
is
male
as
amended
heretofore
BUY
WANT TO
Sandwiches, Soft Drinks, etc.
Shepherd
reaffirmed.
child. Prefer German
(nickel and up operated) not
FIRST
ON
or beagle. Phone 492-8216. A14C ADOPTED
prorated each—$5.00 is hereby
READING ON THE 12 DAY OF
substituted therefor.
girl's
speed
APRIL, 1973.
WANT TO BUY 5
SECTION III: The following
bicycle in good condition. Phone COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF
A career sales opportunity
language contained in Section XI
Al7C
p.m
00
5:
after
KENTUCKY
753-1626
MURRAY,
for 'ambitious person
of Ordinance Number 513, to-wit:
By Holmes Ellis
currently in sales or
Machines (penny
"Vending
WANT TO BUY used air conMayor, City of Murray, Kenmanagement to represent
operated), not pro rated, each —
larger.
or
BTU
18,000
tucky
ditioner,
one of the nation's largest
$1.50" is hereby deleted.
Phone 436-6417 after 6:00
AlTEST:
companies. Management
SECTION IV: In all other
Al7P Stanford Andrus
p.m.
the
in
opportunities
respects, Ordinance Number 512
KenMurray,
City
of
Clerk,
comMayfield area. A
as heretofore amended is hereby
1TC
tucky.
bination of salary and
reaffirmed.
commissions for the first
FIRST
ON
ADOPTED
FOR
THE
best
in
pest
control
training.
of
three years
READING ON THE 12 DAY OF
and
service
termite
call
ctintrol
_
Unlimited earning
AUCTION SALE. Hazel Auction APRIL, 1973.
potrittat. Excellent em- Superior Exterminating ComOF
CITY
COUNCIL,
COMMON
Hazel,
House,
Kentucky,
pany, 753-7266.
May3C
ployee benefits. Call
MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
Saturday, April 14, 6:30
Forrest Glover, 247-8334
Ellis
tuckyByHolmes
Jenny
Bind
bed„
antique
rocker,
between 9:00 and 11:00 AM
tables, lamps, oak wardrobe, old Mayor, City of Murray, KenKentucky.
Mayfield.
at
pictures, wind up record player.,
An Equal Opportunity
In loving memory of our In
good condition. Tools, tool ATTEST:
Employer, M-F
beloved mother and grandchest, pocket knives, tape player, Stanford Andrus
Hudspeth
•
Mrs
I.aura
mother,
—THE FINEST WINE CELLAR
large assortment_ of glass in- Clerk, City of Murray, Ky. ITC
Martin who passed away April 14.
AND A FULL SYMPHON/Y
cluding depression and hull
0PC0-4ESTRA To PLAY MOOD
1968.
I'VE PROVIDED 'IOU
pottery*: A buliding full of other
MUSIC — AND 1.04.1 SAY YOU
In
WITH A PALATIAL
so
memory
we
dear,
hold so
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for
good items. For all your auction
NEED 50tVETH NG ELSE.?
ESTATE,HUNDREDS
near
afternoon shift. Must be neat and
needs-cdntact Wilson & Thomp-'PIANO TUNING and Repair
OF GORGEOUS
per Our most precious treasure, we
MODELS
son Auction Service, Wayne Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
fast. Approximately 35 hours
love
you
so
much.
week. Good working conditions.
Wilson and Charles'Thompson craftsman Piano Technician
Colonial You would not wistrfor sorrow, 4r
Guild.
arlici bonded auclicensed
No phone calls... Apply
TFC
AOC would you wish for tears,
!louse Smorgasbord.
But just remember your love and tioneers.
PIANO
TUNING—Repairdevotion to us through all the
rebuilding. Prompt expert serWANT A - second income? For years.
vice. t5 years experience. Rebuilt
opportunity to work part time,set Deeply missed by daughter and WANT TO RENT house in pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
country, within 10 miles of
own hours, have financial Granddaughtdt.
Murray, Kentucky Phone 753security. P,Ixine 753-1470. MaylIC Artie Mae and Artie Laura.ln Murray . Phone 753-0326.
A14P agn. ,
TFC
2

.
V

inIt,utflenl
3 Green
eeter
I Spanish
article
5 Traders
.6 Separates
7 Great Lake
8 Cravat
9 Conjunction
10 Mace Of
nail
11 Spheroids
13 Chairs
16 Organs of
hearing
19 Strict
20 Extra
22 Umguage
peculiar to
a district

mnmn nonmo
onaconnm om
mann mem nmc
nno
mon nno Balm
nm
mom
roman
nom
nom own MOM
wan
non

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.
AIR COMPRESSORS
—Sales & Sen ice—
DIXIELAND COMPRESSOR
CO.
753-3014 Day or Night
--All Wi Guarzintecti

FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
tank installation. Phone 753TFC
7850.

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

NO
RELOCATION

1967 VOLKS
wagon, rebuilt
Church Road, 1
past graveyard.
1971 GRAND
miles. Factory
dows, steering
wheels, AM-F
roof. Pontiac
Phone 753-88180

SUBARU, 1971
One owner.
Excellent con
Phone 753-8124.

FOUND: POI
female, .Cente
Phone 436-2150.

FOR -

BY ---imwN

house, 5
pletely
Permanen
Very high
investmen
bedroom
with carpo
wall carpet
Phone 753-

BY OWNER; t
Sharpe Street,
near schools,
university. Pho
2494.
BY OWNER:
brick house,
carpeted, buil
ceramic bath,
carport and pa
Drive. By a
Phone 753-5782

TWO LARGE w
Blood River Su
for both. Phone
6:00p.m. 7
IN GATESBOR
brick home, c
bedrooms, livi
kitchen, with
two baths, dou
storage room,
and air, nice lo
pointrnent only.
after 5:00p.m.

BYO
Four bedroo
on deep lot
living room,
large panel
fireplace, ki
of cabinets,
Located at 51
Cash Fri
- Phone
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Call
753-1916

P THE WANT ADS W
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AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE.FOR SALE

L,

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

tr it'
,
Another

71- ;1-2 2 if111151
'
. LL'1,1
. LL7
L7

its
ti'
rd
be

in

1967 VOLKSWAGON station
wagon, rebuilt engine. Bethel
Church Road, 1st house on left
past graveyard. Box 414.
Al9P

84

1971 GRAND Prix, S.J., 27,000
mites. Factory air, power
dows, steering and brakes., tilt
wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl
roof. Pontiac mags. $3350.00
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. Al8C

of
n,
ce

• ill
M.
on

CHEVROLET, 1969 four door,
3217, automatic transmission and
power steering. 1965 Oldsmobile
four door Delta 88, power
steering, brakes and air. Phone
753-3103. Can be seen at 1010 Story
Al4C
Avenue.

ct
to
S.
:te
ro14c

75,
E
RAS
IN

SUBARU, 1971. Low mileag
One owner. Good economy car.
Excellent condition. $1200.00.
A19C
Phone 753-8124.
/••
INTERNATIONAL TRUCK, Pi
ton. Price $1,000.00. Phone 753Al6P
27.
CORVETTE, 1968-327, engine
with four speed transmission.
Good condition. Phone 753Al6P
2493.

13,

'D
IF

CS,
IN
Y,
'D

S,

'D

111
t:
•g

in
is

FORD 1969 LTD, two door hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, factory air and factory
tape player. Phone 474-2789, or
A17P
474-7257.
CAMARO, 1967-327 four speed.
Phone 753-2264 after 6:00 p.m
ARC

..12r1

5

Give Loretta, Larry, Wayne or Don a call at

ikon Real Estate
**************************
Property for you in the City
REDUCED-REDUCED Three bedroom brickrecently redecorated, 20 x 40 swimming pool with
concrete walk and patio.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, two baths, central heat
and air, U-shaped kitchen with all appliances, family
room with fireplace and built-in storage, master
bedroom has walk in closet, another bedroom has two
built in desks, utility includes lavatory and 17 Cu. It.
...freezer, expellent construction and excellent condition.
THREE BEDROOM brick, two baths, central heat and
air, garage, attractively decorated, built in 1971 and
under $30.000.
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, three bedrooms,
peted, kitchen-den, built in 1968, zoned R 2.

est:

WEST OF UNIVERSITY-three bedroom brick, living
room with dining area, carpeted, circle drive, on
wooded lot.
THREE BEDROOMS, plus den, near university,
outside storage, priced under $24,000.

0 1973 th

re

nTHE COUNCIL HA5 12h..0E1). FOR TH6
*ARg9 F3E5T SUPPORTING ROLE, MARLON
13RAN120 ."
FOR SALE
ARMSTRONG'S best tine or 4 piy
nylon whitewall tires,
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
625 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
855x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60
1178 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
J711 it 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89
Armstrong's best line of
polyester glass belted whitewall
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 -4- $2.54
G78 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
H78 x-14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96

FOR SALE

NOTICE

.EREE BOOT give away, every
YAMAHA ENDURO 1973, 500
Friday ( women's, men's, boy's
miles. Excellent condition. Phone
at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
Al8P or girl's),
474-2346.
& Western Store and Shoe
Repair. Corner of Sycamore Si
THREE BEAUTIFUL Siamese
A27Nf
4th.
kittens. Special Easter price $7.50
each. Cathy Christopher, 7535355, can be seen at 1504 JohnU.S. COAST
Al4C
son,

FREEZER 15' chest, good CHEVROLET PICKUP 1960.
Couch, Good condition. 1965 Mustang,
$35.00.
condition,
ditional style, 'brown, good -perfect condition. RCA' Victor
condition,$40.00.Phone 492television, $15.00. Phone 753-Al6C 3230.
-Al4C

-

Member Multiple Listing
75.3-3263
202 S. 4th I across from Post Office i
Sales Personnel residence Phones
Larry Wright 753-6883
Loretta Jobs 753-8079
Don Nanney 753-9912
Wayne Wilson 753-5086

I.
El ["-.1

GOOD SET of aluminum
GENTLE PALOMINO mare with MacGregor irons, 2 through
saddle and bridle. Phone 435wedge, $60.00. New Dunlop bag.
Al6P Phone 753-5885.
Al8C
4640.

This three bedroom brick colonial has central heat and
air, built-ins in kitchen, plus a bar, 1L2 baths with
double lavatories, family room and is located on a lot
with trees.
**************************

753-.1916

FOR SALE

SALE, Friday,
GARAGE
Saturday, Monday. Antiques,
glassware, old trunks, treadle
and
machine
sewing
miscellaneous items. Phone 7535970 or see at Lee Bolen
residence, located west side of
Highway 641 north, one house
south of Joe Morris & Son Trailer
A15C
Sales at Almo Heights.

uns,
ntly
one 753-5750,
Al4C

aiGht UT 1967, in excellent
condition. Phone 753-0960. Al7C

I-531 E4

FOR SALE

View

COUGAR 1967 XR7, 289 three
speed,$700.00. Phone 753Al6C
9043.
BUICK SPE
but
repal
902

Cali

GUARD AUXILIARY
SAFE BOATING
COURSE

Tuesdays April 17, 24 Slay 1
Murray Vocational School
7:30 P.M.
For information phone„..

753-2234

•
.43
(

Of

753-22771

GIBSON C-1 classical guitar. FAST RACKING mare, show
Now Open: Fleming-GoOlds trumpet. Phone 753quality. English saddle, good
Marina complete boat
Al6C
7532.
condition. Also 8 month old Irish
service. Located on Ky.
Setter puppy. Phone Valerie
Lake, 6 miles N.E. of New
A14C
Spencer 753-3616.
* FOR SALE *
Concord, Ky. Phone 502Jefferson
1973 12x70
753-0224 or 436-2169.
AVON TO buy or sell. Call 753Trailer. Entire contents
Glenda
Write
or
8706
443-3386.
goes with it. Must sell soon.
$200.00 REWARD for information
Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, leading to the arrest and conREDUCED 753-0028
April 26C
Kentucky, 42001.
viction of person or persons inbreak-in at
volved in the
Wallace's Book Store, Monday
night, April 9. Contact Fred
Measters, _phone 753-7334. Information will be kept conA19C
fidential.

I

Tapes! Tapes! Tapes!
Friday - Saturday - Sunday
Regular 82.99

$I A veil 1111S LISTER'.

NOW $949

Buy As Many As 5, Get Them For

each

•• Uftnesi

05

Central Shopping Center

99
• each

Phone 753-5865

* OPEN SUNDAY 1-6 P.M. *

WI/

NCIer
ai
i

.4

TV SERVICE CENTER

4
1
7/

ArGe

Lexi,evi

to

Crocilet

43eweto.;-t.
.11001.1.4411

A Ia.•
J78 x 14 or 15" - $72.43 + $3.02
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
Stratton 1960 CHEVROLET, pickup and
Armstrong's best line of AUTOMATIC WASHER, Hoover, P21" MOWER, Briggs a&
14g014kriLiOsiths, landscaped,
FOUR B
Tiller. 14' aluminum boat. $300.00 for
H.P.
5
$49.88.
engine,
The Men's Store Outlet
condition.
polyester steel belted whitewall portable. Excellent
")
prayed drS
CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1963,
power both. Phone 753-0435 or 753engine,
Stratton
&
Briggs
901 Coldwater Road
A17C
Phone 767-6297.
$75.00.
tires.
Al7P
two door hardtop, 327 four speed.
$147.88. 5 H.P. riding 1414.
reverse,
+
$23.13
82.88
14
x
15"
or
F78
INCOME PROPERTY-duplex, partially furnished,
Pre-Easter Sale
Al7P
Phone 7534251.
ELECTRIC STOVE, Deluxe, mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
centrally located, priced uner $15,000.
bedroom
of
SHIPMENTS
over
H.P.
NEW
7
entire store.
$258.95,
engine,
Stratton
G78 x 14 or 15" - 124.27+ $2.87 Frigidaire, coppertone. Phone
riding mower, 30- cut, Briggs & and living room furniture, also
LOST & FOUND
Al7C
p.m.
5:00
after
753-3906
ACROSS FROM MSU-eight room fraine, two baths,
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. recliners, rockers, bedroom
central heat, largelot.
Armstrong Polyester glass
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & chairs, dining room suites in THERE WILL be a meeting,
FOUND: POINTER, small
plow
belted wide 70 series with raised ADAM'S HARD surfaced
engine, electric start, maple. Spanish oak pedestal Saturday, April 14, at 2:00 p.m. at
Stratton
female, Center Ridge area.
points, regular points to fit most
TWO BEDROOMS, carpeted, large kitchen, under
white letters.
Sales Highway 68, tables with ladder back chairs, Allbritten's Grocery in New
Roby
$399.95
Al4C
Phone 436-2150.
811,000.
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86 plows. Disc blades, for all discs,
_ctinettea 5 arid 7 piecl_s„, 24" Providence for PATIZele.,
n
Be
shins.
plow
and
coulter blades
H70 a It or 15'.'
_
-upkeep- -Of, tcntrtery.
111411*****
end 30". Electric ranges,- also
*****1111216111
.
Armstrong nylon glass belted Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. /TC
AND stove, utility base and wall cabinets. All interested please come. A13C
Property for you out of city
REFRIGERATOR
wide 60 series with raised white
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
rockers, chairs,
ORCHARD, strawberry patch, approximately five
REFRIGERATOR AND stove. used. Phone 753-8282 from 8:00 Metal gliders,
letters.
umbrella table
lounges,
5:00
chaise
after
or
p.m.
acres, three bedroom brick, stock barn, smoke house,
a.m.
5:00
till
Al7C
G60 a 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18 Phone 753-7276.
and
See usfor your
porch
AioC
swings.
Murray
of
East
located
garage,
house,
chicken
753-6522. •
L80 x14 or _111" - ;28-44 + $3.66
.-carpet needs.
AriiiitiOngTs best highway
& ApFurniture
living
Carraway
sunken
baths,
two
console,
brick,
BEDROOM
COLOR
THREE
ZENITH
chair,
and
Apt.
KROEFTLER COUCH
•111Y, OWNER:
tread truck tire, tube type.
North 3rd Street
room, dining room, built in 1971. excellent condition.
house, 5 apts., comscotch guarded. Excellent reasonable. Phone 753-2748. Al6C pliance, 105
A17(
Phone 753-1502.
furnished.
pletely
e.2,58 condition. All green drapes for
650 x 16 -6 ply, e20.93
four
Murray,
from
9'6"x4'6".
miles
ACRES-two
WINDOW,
FOURTEEN
PICTURE
435-5353
Phone
windows.
tenants.
picture
Permanent
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.44)
bedrooms, three baths, central heat and air, family
Al7P Portable Coppertone Whirlpool SEARS PORTABLE solid stati
4after :30p.m.
Very high income on
700 x 15 - 6 PIY, 621.67 + $2.80
basement.
partial
garage,
room with fireplace, double
dishwasher, Phone 436-5513. A19C stero phonograph, one year old
investments. Also four
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
Separate controls for volume.
new,
house
easy'
so
like
brick
bedroom
825 x 20- 10 ply, 04.16 + $6.14 CLEAN RUGS,
borheat,
central
blance tone, 6" oval speakers
baths,
AKC
three
registered,
TOY
POODLE,
ROOMS,
ELEVEN
do with Blue Lustre. Rent
with carport, wall to
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33 to
male. Apricot 14 months old. Plays 33 one-third, 45 and 78
dering city. How about an office building, fraternity
K,
electric
Big
$1.00.
shampooer
wall carpet and drapes.
1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
7' line cord, automatic
house or child care center?
A14C Shots and wormed. House r.p.m.,
Phone 753-1257.
1000 x22-12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98 Belaire Shopping Center.
broken. Good with children. shut off. Grey Green, $30. Also
Armstrong's best lug or
Royal typewriter,
BORDERING CITY-six acres, potential of comYOU saved and slaved for wall to $60.00. Phone 753-0930 after 5:30 one year old
traction type truck tire.
p.m.
lots, three bedrooms, plus
Al6NC Just like new, $40. Phone 753-4478
residential
or
merical
Kepp
new
it
with
wall
carpet.
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
A17NC
or 753-9135, after 4 p.m.
apartment upstairs and basement.
electric
Sharpe Street, beside park,
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89 Blue Lustre. Rent
FENCE SALE-Chain link
Market,
shampooer
41-..Kwik-Pik
near schools, shopping center,
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
fencing now on sale at Sears. Call MATERNITY CLOTHES. Size 7FOUR bedrooms,frame, two baths, lt mile from city.
We Have
Five Points. A14C
university. Phone(606) 549Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free 8-9. Also maternity patterns.
750 x 16 - a ply, $30.18 + 64.12
2494.
hMAYHIC
825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
estimate. Expert installation also Phone 753-8034.
A17P
REDUCED-Five bedrooms, three baths, basement,
LARGEST
KENT,UCKY's
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
April 28C
- -,-.
two fireplaces, near Kentucky Lake.
variety of pistols. Buy now while available.
, BY OWNER; Three bedroom,
1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
ie..THREE YEAR old bay mare and
you -can still get them ..at
brick house, air conditioned,
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50
mobile
home,
all accessories include& Phone
five miles from city,
BEDROOM
FRAME,
TWO
BEDROOM
THREE
reasonable prices. Country Boy
carpeted, built-in appliances,
A20C
lot 753.6455,
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Stores, the pistol
located on federal highway.
people. 9 miles extra clean, on rented
ceramic bath, utility room,
May 9C
Benton, Ky.
-Kentucky Lake. Air
overlooking
from
117
Junction
Hopkinsville,
carport and patio, 1610 Kirkwood
THREE bedroom frame, living room, dining room,
and 164. Open Sunday until 4:00 conditioned, utility pole, 8'x16' AIR CONDITIONER, 14,000
Drive By appointment only.
TOY POODLES; white, 7 weeks
kitchen, under $7,000.
pin.
Al4C porch, underpenned, concrete BTU, four years old. Perfect
Phone 753-5782 after 5:00 p.m.
old. For more information phone
walk, fences, T.V. antenna. condition, $125.00. Phone 753-6069
- Al8C
A14NC
753-3635 after 6:00 p.m.
Al4NC between 7:30 and 2:30 days. A14P
Phone 436-2284.
CUSTOM BUILT mobile home, 24 x 60, central heat
POLES,
8'
25',.
to
CREOSOTE
and air, three bedrooms, living room 15 x 24, plus
and treated fence posts. Murray
TWO LARGE waterfront lots in
200 BARRELS of yellow corn. NEW MODEL 94 Winchester,
BOAT, 16' Lumber
FIBERGLASS
dining room and den, pay equity and assume 5 per cent
Company, 104 Maple
Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
Al6C
Phone 753-2987.
Glastron,33 H.P. Evinrude motor Street.
loan
Lever Action Carbine, 30 x 30.
Central Shopping
A14C
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
and trailer. Excellent cdndition.
Sling and two boxes of Ammo,
MayllP
6:00 p.m. 753-8997
Center
Plum 753-2264 after 6:00
THREE BEDROOM double- TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. $80.00. Call 753-8351.
Al4C
Al6C wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile Edison air conditioners. 10,000
pan.
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar, FARM HOUSE and 14 acres of
753-5865
Homes, South Beltline Highway, BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233:00. STOREY & Clark antique pump
brick home, carpted, three large three bedrooms, living room, din- tillable land in Buchanan, Tenn.,
walk
BOAT,
BTU,
23,000
1972
443$260.62.
Phone
BTU,
Ky.
FABUGLASS
20,000
Paducah,
Open
Sunday-1-6 P.M.
room,
15 minute drive from Murrapi
organ and stool. Excellent
bedrooms, living room, den, ing room, kitchen, utility
through windshield, 115 H. P. 6150,
Al4C $285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby condition, $150.00. Phone 753-8769
kitchen, with built-ins, utility, fireplace, garage, nice lot, all For further,.information phone
motor,
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, after 3:30p.m.
Mercury
Al4C
two baths, double garage with appliances, including dish- Darrell Rowlett, Puryear, 247May 2C
Al4C heavy duty trailer. Phone 753- ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, Kentucky.
storage room, patio, central heat washer, refrigerator, stove, 5198.
Al6C Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
E1856
If You
and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- washer and dryer. Phone 753USED MAIL_ Mist- compressor -SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
trailers,
Benton
Travel
Highway.
A20C
0871.
pointment only. Phone 753-8742
FOR SALE
MOBILE HOME,8'x35,2. Ideal for pickup camper, toppers. We also for emphysema. Also new duty, full size. Regular $79.95.
after 5:00 pin.
lake
lot. May be seen at Flak's rent campers by the week or vaporizer. Phone 753-9421. Al6C Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig.
Please Phone
Al9C TWO BEDROOM masonary AKC REGISTERED apricot toy
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
Lock Shop and trailer Park. Al4C weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489house, carpeted. On one acre of peddle puppies and AKC
Sears
Deluxe
BY
zig
Sears.
zig.
Regular *139.95.
Your
Al4C GUTTERING
2303.
Located % block north of registered German Shepherd
FIVE ROOM frame with about 1 land.
seamless gutters, installed per Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig.
North 16th Street. puppies. Also AKC registered STURDI-HOUSE 1 O'xl 2' NEW HOLLEY carbureator, 650
on
bypass
121
your specifications. ,Call Larry Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37,
acre of land, $4600.00. Phone 753furnished, Poodle and AKC registered aluminum barn building, inAl4P Lyles
CFM. Phone 753-3473.
Al4P House completely
at 753-2310 for free Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton.
0124.
panded.
and
wired
sulated,
condjtion.
everything in good
German Shepherd stud service.
May 12C Kentucky.
estimate.
May 2C
753Phone
Al4C Electric heat.
Good investment for the future. Phone 753-0957
OLD "COMFORT" magazines,
If No Results:
AliiC
8856.
Al7C
753-0960.
Phone
•
dated back to 1918 up until 1934. SOLID RED couch and chair.
NOTICE
•
Phone
GOING OUT of business sale. HONDA 1970-50 mini trail. Good Not many copies missing. Ex- Good condition,$50.00. Phone 753•
•
Cook's General Merchandise, condition, $175.00. 1951 Chevrolet cellent reading material, con- 4875.
Ar4NC
OWNER
BY
OR three bedroom house, Hazel, Kentucky. Closing out
ton panel will make good taining stories by famous
Four bedroom brick house:TWO
* ELECT *
inside. New floors, new entire stock of dry goods, ready camper,$250.00. Phone 489Before 5:00 p.m.,
new
authors. Comfort Sister's letters.
all
4
on deep lot. Two baths, 1
VA LOANS, no down payment for
paneling, new to wear, shoes, and notions. At 2595,
crochet
and
pew
quilt
ceilings,
receipes,
Al4C
•
room,
Then
living room, dining
to
new linoleurns, new big discounts. Some discounts up
patterns. Letters to Uncle qualified veterans. 12 years
large paneled den with:carpets,
County Court Clerk
Al4P CARPORT SALE, 1209 Doran Charlie, during World War One. pay. Drive nn-'out to almost to
to M per cent.
p.rtt. and
heaters,
and
5:30
wiring
electrical
After
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
Clerk's Office open on Sat.
Road, Friday and Saturday, These magazines are large size Clarks River Bridge tin BelUine.
pipes, many closets,
water
new
basement.
of cabinets, full
Until 630 p.m.
and,the noon hour.
13 and 14, 10:00 a.m.-4 00 with 40.or more pagef in some, t Bank financing on ,spot. Bill
• new bathroom fixtures., new NEW 19" color Television„$299.95 April
Located at 512 Broad:
3900 South
Homes,
Mobile
Pot Ad pasd by 0 Ph.lisps
shoes,
clothes,
new
baby
of
p.m.
Lots
patio,
and
books
new
old
few
a
have
cabinets,
also
kitchen
while they test. Roby Sales, HighCash Price $21,000.00
1307 Overbuy, Murray, Ky
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
oversize garage. 1613 West Main way 68, Benton, Kentucky, May household items, men and farm magazines. Phone 492Phone 7$3-3953
Al4C
443-6150
A14P
Al4C
women's clothes Clothing. Al4C 8272.
Street, 753-9288.

FOR SALE

THE.GopfATMER
NEVER MET

BUFORD PUSSER
"WALKING
TALL"

YES!!...

t:
C.
ey

S.
C.
Ot
ty

t:

I.

12
ly

F

Elvis Aloha
From Hawaii

Tapes & Albums

TV Service
Center

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

FOR SALE

753-1916

DOT PHILLIPS

It

753-7278
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Palm Sunday
Services At
Church Here

SATURDAY-APfUL 14, 1973

THE LEDGER & TIMES - sit RRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE TEN

VA Hospital Officials
Say Help, Space Needed

Mrs. Hopkins'
Mother Expires

Regular Services
Planned Sunday At
The First Church

Mrs. Georgia Hillen, mother
hospital assignments, the AuJanet Hopkins of
of Mrs.
Regular services will be held
gusta hospital "has the poorest at the-First Baptist Church at
Murray, died Friday at 5:40
staffing of all."
a.m, at the Benton Municipal
10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
Special services will be held
-For many years," he said, Sunday, April 15, with the
Hospital.
on Palm Sunday, April 15, at the
"this hospital has had in- pastor, Rev. Richard E.
She was 55 years of age and a
First United Methodist Church,
sufficient funding to adequately Walker, speaking at both
resident of 406 W. 9th Street,
according to Dr. Samuel R.
staff direct care functions."
Benton. Mrs. Hillen was a
worship hours.
Dodson, Jr., minister of the
Many hospital officials spoke
member of the Fairdealing
The Adults Choir, directed by
church.
of overcrowding and poor hos- W. Rudolph Howard, minister
Church of Christ.
Dr. Dodson will speak on the
pital facilities.
Survivors are two daughters,
of music, will present special
subject, *The Kingdom, The
Officials of the Bath, N.Y., music. Songs at the morning
Hopkins of Murray and
Mrs.
Power and The Glory" at the
hospital wrote that "this center service will be "We Thank
Mrs. Joyce Olson of Paducah;
8:45 a.m, worship service.
is not safe from floods ... not Thee , lord" and "He Died of of
two sons, Jess Hillen of Benton
Church School will follow this
properly ventilated for sanitary A Broken Heart". At the
and Jerry }linen of the U.S.
service.
conditions .. not designed for evening service the choir will
Army at Fort Knox; seven
At the 10:50 a.m. service the
safe mobility and evacuation." sing "Wonderful Grace of
grandchildren.
present
the
Chancel Choir will
l'he Boston outpatient clinic Jesus."
Also surviving are three
special service of "The
is "continuously plagued with
sisters, Mrs. Mary Alice Walker
Guy
Billington
of
1006
Sharpe
Crucifixion."
water pipe leaks, steam pipe
of Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Dottie
leaks, electrical power fail- Street will be the deacon of the
The Fellowship Class of the
of Benton Route Five,
Gattis
ures, mechanically deficient week and will be assisting in the
church will be responsible for
and Mrs. Betty Buchanan of
morning
services.
elevators, etc.," wrote officials.
the worship service on Sunday
_Chicago...111.; two brothers, Guy
The minister of education,
But improvernents are in sight,
at seven p.m. in the church
RICHARDS-GEBAUR AFB, MO - Former Murrayan Joe H. Wilson, assistant director of in- (Buster) Wiles and Doug Wiles,
urges
all
G.T.
Moody,
Bro.
they said, if the administration
sanctuary. Prior to the worship
formation at Headquarters Air Force Communications Service(AFCS), Richards-Gebaur AFB, Mo., both of Benton; half brother,
releases funds for 'hew con- members and visitors to attend receives the Air War College graduation certificate from
hour, the congregation and
Homer Wiles of Dallas, Texas.
Major General Paul R. Stoney, commander
Sunday
School
at
9:30
a.m.
and
struction.
friends will have a potluck
Funeral services will be held
AFCS.
of
the
Training
Union
classes for
The half-century-old Bronx,
supper in the fellowship hall at
at four p.m at the
Sunday
N.Y., hospital "is not conducive all ages at 5:30 p.m.
six p.m. The church will furnish
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
During
the
evening
worship
for good health care delivery,"
bread and drinks and those
Funeral Horne, Benton, with
service Miss Martha McKinney,
officials reported.
attending are asked to bring
Kenneth Hoover and C.G.
Fayetteville, Ark., authorities runner-up in the Kentucky (Condnued from Page 1)
their favorite dishes.
Marrow officiating.
Youth
Speakers'
Tournament
at
called for "correction of existInterment will be in the
The sanctuary of the church
will
give
a
Cedarmore,
''He wrote off practically
ing safety and fire protection
Cemetery. Friends
Fairdealing
will be open from six to 7:30
presentation of her speech, every southern state so why
deficiencies."
may call at the funeral home.
p.m. on Maundy Thursday,
Gilbert
according
to
Mrs.
and
work
for
should
they
get
out
Demands for air conditiong
RICHARDS-GEBAUR AFB, through a weekly seminar.
April 19, for individuals and
him when he knew himself that
came from Providence, R. I.; Mathis. director of youth.
Wilson, a civilian employee
MO
- Joe H. Wilson, assistant
families to come and receive
he could not win in those
Spokane, Wash.; Knoxville,
director of Information at with the AFCS office of InHoly Communion. The offering
areas."
Iowa, and Biloxi, Miss., among
Headquarters Air Force formation since 1963, is a forleft at the Communion rail will
Eagleton said that the main
others.
Communications Service mer sports editor with the
go for local charity.
reason for McGovern's loss was
The Spokane hospital, official
ds-Gebaur Ledger and Times. After serthat the party presidential (AFCS), Richer
said, is located in a basin sub- April 11,1973
AFB, Mo., has been awarded ving with the U. S. Air Force
ADULTS..
N
nominee had been labeled as a
jectdo burning summer winds.
the Air War College graduation from 1953 to 1957, he was sports
radical.
The lack of air condition causes NURSERY ..6
certificate by Major General editor and feature reporter for
NEWBORN ADMISSION
"Humphrey gave him that
the hospital to keep windows
tie Belleville, Ill„ "NewsPaul R. Stoney, cornnune
and
Sammons
Mrs.
Gene
label in the California Primary.
open for ventilation with the reDe,moczat" until 1960. He then
AFCS.
Street, McGovern tried to moderate his
FRANKFORT, KY., ran the bureau office of the
Groceries
must either pay a reasonable sult that patients choke on the Baby Girl, 1103 Olive
Air
War
College
seminar
The
Transportation Secretary
Murray.
views but the label stuck with
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - price for beef or do without it." dust blowing in, they said.
"Metro-East Journal," East St.
extend
is
designed
to
program
Elijah M. Hogge warned that
DISMISSALS
him. The campaign became
A spokesman said the VA
An Internal Revenue Service
Louis, Ill., for three years.
any political signs placed on
Lowell Anthony Forres, Box more or less a referendum on the knowledge and unwould investigate the comofficial has said Kentucky groA 1952 graduate of Murray state- owned right-of-way will
164, Hazel, Miss Jo Anne Graff, McGovern," Eagleton derstanding of senior officers
plaints.
cers are doing "real well" in Publisher
and civilian employees to High School, Wilson received an be removed by highway
605
Maple, Sikeston, Mo., Mrs. evaluated.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) abiding by new regulations for
for high com- Associate of Arts degree from maintenance workers.
Joan Eldridge, Route 6,
In looking to 1976, Eagleton prepare them
Kentucky State Police say the
posting ceiling prices on meat.
The Secretary said, "Placing
Murray, Hollie Lafayette Riley, erased the possibility of his mand and staff positions. The Belleville Junior College in 1962
People's
Jourpublisher
of
the
Bernard Ellert, IRS stabilizatwo-year course is conducted and a Bachelor of Arts degree in any advertising device Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Carolyn seeking the
presidential
tion manager for the state, said nal at Booneville, 31-year-old
English from Southern Illinois business as well as political on
Ann Woolley and Baby Girl, nomination. Eagleton said he
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By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Pres* Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- Veterans Administration hospital officials throughout the country
say they don't have enough employes or enough space to provide high-quality medical care.
Many say they must constantly patch up deteriorating
buildings; some report persistent fire hazards, and several complain of unbearable
summertime heat.
The reports from Veterans
Administration hospital officials
were made available Friday by
the House Veterans Affairs
Committee. In response to a
committee questionnaire, official,s of 167 VA medical facilities listed their most pressing
needs.
Some of the VA hospital complaints:
The Albany, N.Y., facility,
said that while a hospital
should be staffed for a seven-day week, with additional
help for evenings and nights,
•'This, of course, would require
considerable staffing over and
above that now possible."
The Butler, Pa., hospital said
finding doctors is an old problem " due in large part to insufficient salaries."
The Augusta, Ga., hospital director said that of his 15 VA
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